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Campaign ethics clarified
By ELENA EPATKO
Heights Senior Staff Writer
The 1992-93 UGBC Presidential campaign gained momentum
last week as potential candidates
and their managers were briefed
on the guidelines for this year's
campaign.
Of all the issues discussed, the
dominant theme of the night was:
no campaign parties. Lena Reed
and Mariana Lebron, Co-chairs of
the Election Committee, stressed
that the committee would not "police" parties, looking for candidates violatingthe campaign rules.
They would, however, call an
emergency meeting if presented
with a written report documenting
a campaign party.
Robert Sherwood, dean for Student Development, spoke at length
on the subject of "buying votes
with beer." Every year, he said, his
office receives calls from R.A.'s
whose freshmen residents come
back "completely smashed from
off-campus campaign parties."
Sherwood said that the UGBC
president should be a role model
to the BC community and that
serving minors alcohol was a blatant violation of this responsibility
Illegal campaign parties were
never more of an issue than in last
year's presidential election in
which candidate Steve Howard
was disqualified for his association with an illegal campaign party.
Sherwood referred to this incident
by saying, "UGBC istoo important
to the University to risk this [illegal
campaign parties]."

"Double standards have
been taken too easily by the

not
stu-

dent body in the past. The UGBC
president has a high level of responsibility. . . the student body
depends on the president.
Lebron explained that the committee would only respond to police or University reports of an
illegal party. Thedocumentwould
"

have

include the candidate's
name, his or her executive viceto

presidential choice, campaign
manager, or treasurer to warrant the Election Committee's
consideration.

Reed said,

"We want

this

campaign to run smoothly and
fairly, so we cleared up ambiguities from last year's election
code."

should be prepared to discuss.
The candidates had until Thursday, Jan. 30, to gather the allotted
signatures and turn in their $100
deposit to enter the race. The deposit covers the cost of hiring a
custodian to tear down a
candidate's fliers and banners if
the candidate neglects to take care

BC freshmen at Lasell
receive compensation
By DIANE VANKOSKI
Heights Copy Editor

Freshmen who were unexaectedly placed on the Lasell
loltege campus last Septem-

>er will receive an extra 1000
ottery points to compensate

or the "inconvenience they
jxperienced," Dr. Robert
Zapalbo, director of University Housing said last Thursday. This benefit will only effect students living at Lasell for
?beentire school year.
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Mariana Lebron and Lena Reed outlined rules to UGBC
presidential candidates last week.

Sherwood addressed this is-

sue, citing the controversy surrounding the campaigns last
year.

He said that other University
administrators were equally disturbed with the continuing alcohol-related problems during
the campaign.
Last year, Rick Culliton,
UGBC president 1 991 -92, had
asked that the Election Committee respond to the ensuing
problems to show the students
could handle them.

Sherwood said that he could

not make, "an absolute hypothetical promise to delegate
every incident to the Election
Committee, it would depend
on the circumstances."
As Dean for Student Devel-

opment, Sherwood invited any
candidates to come to discuss
issues for their campaign. He
offered tuition, safety, the stu-

dent center and harassment as
items that are important to students which the candidates

Beanpot Fever!

her own.
Reed and Lebron expressed con-

of it

on his or

fidence that this campaign will be
run well. They emphasized that
the candidates should use direct
communication with students to
convey their goals for the upcoming school year instead of relying
on parties.
Reed said, "This is thefirst image
people are going to have of you
have the respect to meet the students door-to-door, not through illegal campaign parties."
?

According to Capalbo, the
decision to allot extra lottery
soi nts was based on the preferences of the McClelland residents given to him last week.
The students developed three
options: extra lottery points for
heir sophomore year, an extra
/ear of housing or a $1000
ebate.
In a survey, the freshmen
anked their options in the orier of first, second and third
rhoices. For their first choice,
he majority (58 percent) of the
students voted for additional

"[The McClelland students']
primary goal was to be insured
? that they'd get the besipossfbte
chance I& get first choice m the
lottery," Capaibo sard; "This is a
reasonable request."

I'mi-pretty happy about it,"
said MaricarTmior McCleMand
Residence Hall Council president,.
Tintosaid, however, thatthere
will possibly be "mixed feelings" among the students, since
forty-two percent did not list
lottery points as a primary
choice, johnny V?liafranca,
McClelland Hall RHC treasurer
predicts that students who only
have two years of housing may
not be satisfied since an additional year of housing would
have been the most viable op-

ottery poi nts, 30 percent want
nonetary compensation and

tion.
Capalbo stated that students
with only two years of on-campus housing can sign up on the
waiting list in the fall of their
junior year for senior housing.
Another source of negativity
is that some students feel as if
they had to "fight" for compensation since the Office of University Housing made it the stu-

1 2 percent want an additional
of on-campus housing.

BC freshmen, page 22.

Cleveland Circle construction
inconveniences local residents

By NICOLE PALINA

Heights Senior Staff Writer
Construction atCleveland Circle
on a 48-inch water main pipe is
expected to be completed by Monday, Feb.lo, according to Paul
Burridge, pipeline supervisor for
the Massachusetts Water Resource
Authority.
A 10-foot section of the approximately 85 year old pipe blew out
on Saturday, January 18, close to
8:30 pm.
Workers from the MWRA have
been working around the clock to
repair the pipe, which measures
four feet in diameter.
This pipe, referred to as the
Clinton Road Main, carries water
from the Reservoir to the city's

Christy's convenience shop

was flooded with approx i mately
half an inch of water, according
to Muhammed Elasmar, man-

ager of Christy's

.

.

Although the store did not
suffer any damages, they had to

were unable to drop off their shipments, he said.

Residents of theCleveland

Circle area were also troubled by
the accident. Boston city buses
running down Chestnut Hill
Avenue had to change their

water system.

Conditions were less than normal for the workers as they faced
temperatures of ten degrees on

Hockey coach Len Ceglarski spoke at his final Beanpot
luncheon last Thursday at the Boston Garden.For more
"Beanpot Fever" and information about tonight's game against
Harvard, page 20.

some days.
Theonly way that workers could
describe their job for the last two
weeks was "cold."
"We were up to our waists in
water," Burridgesaid, "buttheguys
really did a good job."
This same situation happened
three years ago, but the MWRA
gave the job to a contractor. Now
the MWRA is better equipped to
deal with this construction,
Burridge said.
The water main break left residents and shop owners to battle
with blocked traffic, construction
and a sheet of ice covering all of

Cleveland Circle.

A construction worker replaces a piece of water pipe in the

Cleveland Circle area.

close for approximately 13
hours, he said.
"Business went down because of the construction,"
Elasmar said. Parking was
blocked and delivery trucks

route.

Students living in the area were
inconveniencedby havingtotake
the BC shuttle bus at the corner of
Commonwealth Avenue and
Chestnut Hill Avenue.
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The Heights reaches out to aid blind
By BARBIE STEELE
Heights Staff Writer
Mika Pyyhkala, CSOM '94, is
the first person to request that
stories from The Heights be put
on disk. Now, Pyyhkala can translate the news into braille or large
print depending on what is

needed
Pyyhkala can also use the main
frame computer, BC's central
computer system, to look up telephone numbers. In addition, The
Nexis Lexis connects Pyyhkala's
computer to the phone so that he
can call up and receive The Boston

"I want to be known as any
BC student,"
Pyyhkala said. In class he types
his notes into his laptop computer

other typical

Globe.

Pyyhkala has been blind since

birth.

that contains a speech synthesizer
program which will read his notes
back to him when he returns to his
dorm. Pyyhkala tries to buy his
books on cassette or in braille.
However, if a new book has yet
be
to translated into either of these
forms BC will pay to have this
done for Pyyhkala. Furthermore,
BC will pay to translate any syllabus or worksheet that Pyyhkala
might need.
"People are very helpful in a
good way and the majority of my
teachers also help me out,"
Pyyhkala said.

Self-interest topic
of Bradley lecture
By JENNIFER CAREW
For The Heights
Professor Harvey C. Mansfield

discussed the importance of the
human need to be led by selfinterests in a lectureentitled "SelfInterest Rightly Understood: Is it
Enough?"
Mansfield is a well-respected
professor in the government department of Harvard University.
As well as being one of the
world's leading authorities on
Niccolo Machiavelli, he is a distinguished member of the National Humanities Council.
Mansfield attributed the recent
collapse of communism in Eastern Europe to a "victory of the
human spirit" and spoke of the
refreshing "spark of freedom" that
exists within human nature.
Communism did not succeed,
as Mansfield put it, in "brainwashing its subjects" and eventually the human need to follow

their own self-interests won out.
According to Mansfield, we
can be ruled either by passion,
reason or our own self-interest.

Our passions may lead us astray
and reason often loses its grip,
said Mansfield.
He believes that it is recognizing our own and appreciating
other's interest that will "lead us
to harmony."
The floor was open to questions upon completion of the
speech.

Pyyhkala usually takes his exams orally by a teaching assisYet, Pyyhkala said, "A multiple choice exam is easier to

tant.

take

in

braille."

There was one incident where
Pyyhkala wanted one of his exams put on disk so that he could
convert it into braille.
At first, the department would
not allow Pyyhkala to have the
disk for fear that someone else
might get a hold of the exam.
Pyyhkala was adamant about
his request and eventually the
department allowed him to have
his exam on disk. It is this kind of
struggle that annoys Pyyhkala
when people will not help make
information accessible to him.
"A lot of other blind students
do not want to face the more
political end of it," Pyyhkala said.

Pyyhkala has experienced
more blatant forms of discrimination outside of BC. When he
was at a bar in an airport the
bartender refused to serve him.
His reason was that blind people
can not be served without a dog.
This was totally untrue and
Pyyhkala called the airport security to prove his point. Pyyhkala
said, "The main problem with
blindness is not actually being
blind, but people's reactions to
it."
When Pyyhkala flew to see his
father in Maine the pilot insisted
that he sit in the front seat. Again
Pyyhkala felt his rights being infringed upon. He then wrote a
letter to the airline and hopes to
receive free airline tickets due to
their discriminate behavior.
Pyyhkala, however, says that

discrimination is

not

always so

obvious, rather, it is usually more

subtle.
"A minority of people always
imply that you should not be
walking around alone when you
are blind," Pyyhkala said.
Pyyhkala held a job at the Computer Help Center this past summer. He answered people's ques-

tions about computers and
worked on miscellaneous
projects.
Having become quite efficient
with computers, Pyyhkala wants
to help make information available to students who are blind or
unable to read small print.
The Student Employment gives
Pyyhkala disks so that he and
others, who are blind or unable to
read small print, can obtain information on jobs available.

The Politics of Students
The Changing Political Attitudes of Students Over the Last 20 Years

The audience, which consisted
mainly of professors and graduate
students, debated with Mansfield
about some of the specifications

of his discourse.
The audience seemed to agree
that indeed it is "not always in our
best interest to get everything in
our interest," for human nature
tends to desire more than it realistically should have.
The lecture was affiliated with
the Bradley Lecture series, sponsored by the theology and politi-

cal science departments of Boston College.
The next lecture in the Bradley

Lecture Series will be "Limitations of Biology" given by Leon
Cass of the University of Chicago
on Feb. 28.

source: American Council on Education

National Student News Service

"Survey of American Freshman"

Voices on the Dustbowl
By Geoff Meek and Matthew West

"Why aren't you running for UGBC president?"

Neil McDevitt,
A&S '93
Kirk MacNaught,
A&S '93

Paul Dioguardi,
A&S '92

"We ran out of
tracing paper."

"I had an
extramarital

Mike Goss,
A&S 92

Chris Benjamin;
A&S '92

affair."

"President of
WHAT?"

Maiy Beth O'Donnell,
SOE '94
Pete Rison,
A&S '93
Sue Migliorisi,
A&S '93
"We smoked pot

during college."

Nancy Freda,
CSOM 94
Lori MacDonald,
CSOM 94

"We have morals."
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School super seeks improvement
operation are seen in the John
Marshall school's student's

By JENNIFER LOGAN
For The Heights

Dedicated

BC students can help the Boston
youth."

education
hosted Dr.

state of the American
system, Project 2000,

Lois Harrison-Jones, superintendent of Boston public schools, to
present her vision of the path to
an improved school system.
"Things have to change. We
can no longer say that there is
something wrong with our student population. We must assume some of the responsibility
upon

sition.
She has decreased spending in
transportation and administration,

but is attempting to refrain from
cutting any necessary programs
that would directly influence the
students who are her "top priority."
Her plan for increasing student
performance includes staff development, improving attendance of
both teachers and students, improving disciplinary measures to
keep students in school and identifying students with special needs
more effectively.

ourselves," Harrison-Jones

said.
Despite a grim state of affairs
in the field of education HarrisonJones warned against, "having a
defeatist attitude because it is
deadly and poisonous. We
should recognize that which
works well and build on the positive."
"We have been given the opportunity to go to college and
now it's time to give something
back. That's the whole idea, [of
Project 2000] reach one, teach
one," said Sonia Posey, A&S '93,
co-coordinator of Project 2000.
The effects of Project 2000's

system

in

type of initiative and commitment
of Project 2000 was seriously lacking in Massachusetts, which ranks
49th in the nation in it's support of
public education.
The Boston school system itself
was $20 million underfinanced
when Harrison-Jones took her po-

to improving the

HEIGHTS PHOTO/GEOFF MEEK

Furthermore, the involvement

Dr. Lois Harrison-Jones, superintendent of Boston public schools
gave a lecture last week sponsored by Project 2000.

111 IW-L Hi I

of the parents is a crucial factor in
the improvement of student per-

Harrison-Jones felt that the

weekly improved test scores, increased attention span and an
increase in social skills.
Diana C. Pullin, Esq., dean of
the school ofeducation said, "This
is a special way of showing how

formance.

Although she real i zes the work
involved in making her goals a
reality, Harrison-Jones maintains high ambitions for the future.

"There should be no question
of the possibility of going to college. Today [the question] is as
remote as going to the
moon,"Harrison-Jones said.
Project 2000 was founded six
years ago by group of AHANA
students called the Talented
Tenth, who shared the common
goal of guaranteeing to the world
that in the year 2000, children of
color would be able to successfully graduate from institutes of
higher learning.
Volunteers meet with 25 children from the John Marshall
school in Dorchester for oneon-one tutoring sessions in 12
weekend sessions each year.
Also included are other activities to enhance the children's
educational and cultural experience.

Directors sought by UGBC
By UZANNEWNEK
Heights Associate News Editor
Interviews to fill the UGBC
positions of director of publicity
and director of promotion are
currently in progress according
to Steve Piluso, A&S '93, UGBC
Vice President for Communications.
"Both positions are open at
this time and we have six names
of people who are interested in
doing either of the two jobs,"
Piluso said.
"The positions offer great ex-

PRICES FROM

UGBC literature and posters.
They have free license to design
completely all publications unless there are specific requests,"

periencefor people who are especially interested in publicity and
communications. The success of
UGBC events relies heavily on
these two positions to attract students to attend. If promotion and
publicity are delinquent, then the
programs'chances for success will
be lessened," Piluso said.
One of the three Director of
Publicity positions became vacant
when Cheryl Simrany, CSOM '92,
resigned from her post this semes-

Piluso said.

The two Directors of Promotion are responsible for distributing posters and flyers that ad- .
vertise UGBC events in all areas
around campus including the
UGBC bulletin boards.
One of the two seats for Director of Promotion was filed by
Jim Whalen, A&S '94, after Christina Tang, A&S '94, the former"
director of production, assumed
the position of editor of The
Communicator. The other seat
of director of promotion is still
available.
Piluso will continue to interview candidates for an additional
yyeek.

ter.

"The Directors of Publicity are
for producing all of

responsible
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UGBC allocates $163,068
for spring semester budget
By MICHELE LAMURA
Heights Assistant News Editor

cratic deal," said Senator Liam

In order to pass the budget for
the spring semester, the UGBC
Senate held an "Emergency
Spring '92 Budget" meeting last
Monday. The meeting also allowed time for an announcement by Senator Steve Howard
and a proposal for a new AIDS

be here

Awareness Committee.'
The Senate allocated half of
the money that each department
had requested. In total, approximately $325,000 was asked for,
but only $.163,068 was given.
One of the reasons for the cutback was the fear that an allocation of $325,000 would place
UGBC in the risk of running up a
deficit. A distribution of only half
of the money requested was considered a more manageable
amount.

The Senate justified the cutback since most of the departments have money remaining in
their budgets after each semester. One Senator indicated that
most clubs request more money
than they actually need.
"The Department of Social
Awareness has probably shown
the most fiscally sound budget,"

said Senator Patrick Reyes, finance vice-chairman. Like the
other committees, however, Social Awarenessreceived only half
the money they requested.
Due to the imminence of their
programs, the only committee
given the full amount of money
desired was the Election Committee.
"I'm sick of the whole bureau-

OF BOSTON

Goldrick, finance chair, "which
is probably why I'm not going to

next year."
Most departmentswill not
need more than a half of their
requested money, but if the club
is under restrictions of a contract, the Senate will allow them
additional money, Goldrick
stated.
Following the approval of the
budget, Senator Steve Howard
declared that he will not be running for UGBC president. Instead, he will, be running for
Vermont State Legislator, either
in the Senate or the House of
Representatives. If elected senator, Howard would be the youngest in Vermont state history.

Howard did not seem worried

that the controversy surrounding last year's election campaign
along with events occurring in
the last few months would stand
in his way of being elected.
Howard is confident from hav-

ing experience he has worked
on campaigns since he was eight
years old.
"He made the right choice," said
one UGBC senator. "Vermont citizens will be more likely to forgive
him than BC students."
Howard wished the UGBC
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Other businessattended to dur-

ing the meeting was a proposal for
an AIDS Awareness Committee,

accountable

to both the Social
Awareness Committee and the

UGBC Senate.
"Boston College is as vulnerable [to AIDS] as all other colleges," Senator Amy Bonnici said.
If approved, the committee
would serve as a support group to
AIDS infected students, as well as

providing students with information about AIDS prevention.
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4:30-5:30, FULTON 412
Learn about resources in the Career Library and opportunities available through the
Council on International Education in England, Ireland, France, and other
countries.
~

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 5

fv

I

SON INTERVIEW SEMINAR

I

I
I

4:00, CUSHING LOUNGE
Hear tips from two nursing recruiters on how to effectively job interview.

f

THURSDAY, FEB. 6
"EVERYTHING YOU WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT CAREERS IN
SALES & MARKETING BUT WERE AFRAID TO ASK"

r

4:30-5:30, FULTON 412
What is the difference between sales and marketing?
What dc people like and dislike about these career fields?
What (pes it take to succeed in sales/marketing?
A par* J <»f alumni in sales/marketing will share their perspectives.
?
?
?

NEXT WEEKL.MONDAY,

FEB. 10

"HOW TO FIND AN INTERNSHIP/SUMMER JOB"

r
\u25a0/

2:00 at the CAREER CENTER
Leam how to find an internship or summer job and make the most of the experience once
you start. Sign up in the Internship Office, lower level of the Career Center.
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UGBC campaign reform needed
As the 1992 UGBC presidential campaign gets under-

way, memories of last year's carnival-like atmosphere surrounding the campaign have caused many students to become disillusioned with the election process and the overall
necessity of UGBC. This year, the candidates should heed
the lessons learned from the previous race and resolve to
make the campaign a respectable one.
Name calling, sneaky campaign tactics, empty promises, campaign parties and fliers plastered everywhere on
campus plagued last year's controversial campaign. Students
quickly came to the realization that UGBC was "a joke," and
that it did not have their interests in mind. Ultimately, the
students suffered from such immature behavior and games,
since the real purpose of a UGBC which serves students was

forgotten.

Qualified candidates for the UGBC presidency should
have a firm grasp on the issues which affect students, such as
the student center, tuition and AHANA. They should be leaders and not just popular figures. They should sincerely care
about the quality of student life at Boston College, and have
ideas on how to improve it. They should not resort to the
childish actions of past campaigns.
The candidates must prove their qualifications to the
student body in order to regain its respect. Through their
platform, actions and performance in the debates, candidates
can clearly outline their views on relevant topics, and students can form educated opinions.
Students should also play a part in the campaign by
considering every candidate's opinions, not just those of
candidates who are their friends or who are the most attractive looking. The only way for the race to be legitimate is if
students seriously consider what each candidate has to offer.
Remember that it is your money which allows UGBC to
function. Shouldn't you care how it is being spent?
In addition, students must actually votei>The voter turnout from previous elections is a disgrace for a school of approximately 8500 undergraduates. If students can take the
time to complain about where their money is being spent,
they should first take the time to vote. If you don't vote,
don't complain; you gave up your voice when you gave up
your vote.
Thus far, the campus has not been wallpapered with
campaign paraphernalia. Perhaps this is a sign of the way this
year's campaign will be conducted. Let's hope so. A more
mature way to run the campaign would be a breath of fresh
air for all.

THE HEIGHTS

Senior Week reunions

Cancellation is
To the

Editor:

I have recently learned that the
Senior Week Committee for my
graduating class has decided to
axe the usual Upper/Newton
Reunions thisyearand in itsplace
have one large barbecue for everyone on Shea Field. In other
words, there will be no return to
Newton Campus. As a former
resident of Newton, I for one was
looking forward to this reunion
more than I was for any of the
other events. Anyonefrom Newton will agree that freshman year
there was an important experience for us, and the bonds that
were created there last even now.
I mean, everyone from Newton
knows who was from Newton,
either by face or by name. I myself was looking forward to going
back to reunite with all those
persons I shared my first year
with. Who can forget Large Marge
at Stuart? Or Norm's ice capades?
Or the Crystal buses? Certainly

irresponsible

the residents of Upper had similar bondingexperiences and wish
to return to
But I guess
this will not be the case if the
members of the committee have
their way. I will avoid speculation as to the possible motives of
some of the members for doing
away with this event, but it
couldn't possibly have anything
to do with cost or convenience.
Whether the Senior Week Committee likes it or not, they are
responsible to the class and there
is no question that, were there to
be circulated a petition on the
matter, nearly all Newton residents would express a desire for
one last fling together. I urge the
committee to reconsider its rash
decision, and I urge anyone as
concerned as I to approach the
committee members and urge
their reconsideration. The Newton reunion must happen one
way

of another.

Andrew Sarno
A&S '92 ?'

Reviewing techniques

Audience must be considered
To the Editor:

save his ramblingsfor Petrarchian

love

sonnets. His

last line ex-

I am writing in response to the ceeded all in poortaste: "I hereby

film reviewing techniques of
Kevin G. Durr. Mr. Durr has, for
the most part, had a review in
every edition, and although he
does seem to be fairly knowledgeable, I question to what audience he is writing. If he isn't
throwing out some vague film
lingo or making unnecessary references to irrelevant films, he is
simply writing for his own amusement. The Heights' review section should not be used as a vehicle for his own humor column.
Calm down, Mr. Durr.
His worst travesty thus far was
his review of Fried Green Tomatoes. The sad part is that his review started out promising, as he
was not making his usual vague

references. Then, out of nowhere,
it became some sort of lovesick
worshipping of actress Mary
StuartMasterson. Apparently, Ms.
Masterson suddenly became the
best actress of a 11 ti me, accord i ng
to Mr. Durr. Perhaps he should

dedicate my life to Mary Stuart
Masterson." I suggest to Mr. Durr
that he stop writing for the review
section and go out and do this
instead of bothering the rest of
the world with it. The Heights
should not be an arena for such
absurdity.
In the future, Mr. Durr should
probably just stick to simple plot
summaries and tell whether or
not the movie is good or bad.
This way the reader can make up
his or her own mind, instead of
having to juxtapose their own
interests with the confusions and
obscurities that he insists on presenting. I can't understand how
anyone can read Mr. Durr's reviews and consider them anything more than gibberish and
bad company.

Michael Lynch
A&S '93

Hussein not defended

Article misrepresents video message
To the Editor:

I feel compelled to clear up a
few misrepresentations that occurred in last week's article, "Coalition for Peace Sponsors Iraqi

Profile." Lines in the Sand, the
video which was shown, did not
defend the presidency ofSaddam
Hussein. It did not note that he
had industrialized his country,
nor did it mention him in connection with the medical benefits that were available before
the war. The speaker, who had
been in Iraq prior to the war did
mention that Iraq had one of the
best health care systems in the
Middle East and that free medical
care was available to all citizens.
This was probably in spite of, not
because of, Saddam Hussein!
Because Iraq's infrastructure was
destroyed in the war, there is no
water, sewage treatment or electricity. Consequently, disease is
widespread and doctors do not
have needed medicines. There is
no money to buy these or to
repair the infrastructure. The sanctions are not hurting Saddam
Hussein, who has all he needs
and who does not care about the
people. They are hurting the
people. Therefore, the speaker
did advocate the lifting of the
sanctions are least to the extent
that would enable the people to
repair the infra structure and procure needed food and medicine.

The film did link the invasion
of Kuwait to the Israeli occupation of the West Bank, but this

was not in support of Hussein.
Personally, I think this was a mistake, because the two are not
necessarily linked.
The person most quoted in the
film was Ramsey Clark, former
Attorney General in the Kennedy

and Johnson administrations,

who travelled through Iraq right
after the bombing and took pictures of the devastation. So the
statement that "the film was perhaps biased in that most of the
experts that were quoted were
Middle Eastern with connections
to their homeland" was not true.

Throughout the talk, the

speaker stated that the people of
Iraq were against Saddam
Hussein. He is a tyrant who is
supported neither by the people
of Iraq nor by the Coalition for
Peace. The reason we showed
the film was to highlight the suffering of the people of Iraq as a
result of the war and of the sanctions. Much of this suffering has
been caused by Saddam Hussein,
but we do not want to deny our
own responsibility for the hardships presently being endured,
and our obligation to try to do
what we can for the Iraqi people.

Eleanor MacLellan
Advisor
Coalition for Peace
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Racially motivated resentment apparent in commentary
which each student learns and
benefits. It was in fact the admisI am taking time to vent four sion council who decided not to
years of frustration with articles admit another David Daley, beand statements like that of David cause even with his scholastic
Daley's article entitled, "An Eagle achievements, he is nothing more
guide to hating the Hoyas." I un- than run of the mill in terms of the
derstand that Daley's article was vast pool of the yearly applicants
meant to inspire pride in the BC to Georgetown University. The
basketball program and fire up school is looking for diversity of
the BC fans as well as provide talents and ideas. Some students
entertainment. However, in stat- have more of one than the other,
ing that some BC fans can gain which is notto say Alonzo Mournvengeance upon the student athing lacks either, but it is to say
lete and the admission council that his talents in basketball are
who beat BC students out of a part of the reason why he met the
spot at Georgetown and other University's criteria. The college
places of higher learning, Daley or university also commits itself
taps a vein of racially motivated to making that student better.
resentment which has taken hold Emaciated geniuses do not necin college campuses across the essarily make great athletes, but
nation. The "Alonzo Mourning Georgetown is aware that a great
took my spot" accusation is typi- basketball player can learn to be
cal of what I and many other a great student. That is why
Afrikan (no, this is not a mis- Alonzo Mourning was accepted
spelled term) American students over so many other applicants.
have heard leveled against
Has Alonzo Mourning excelled
academically?
Afrikan American student athWe do not know.
letes.
I seriously doubt Daley has open
Daley's hate for the Hoya basaccess to the academic files of
ketball team particularly toward Georgetown, so for him to say he
John Thompson and his all- nearly doubled Mourning's SAT
To the Editor:

American center Mourning is
misdirected. Even though he says
he writes this for the fans, for
Daley to blame Mourning for his
own exclusion from Georgetown
is pure folly. A college or university admits students based upon
different criteria in order to create variety

and difference from

scores is not only presumptuous,
but inflammatory. Has he been a
socially aware and active individual? We do not know. Knowing none of these things, should
we hate him because of the one
thing we do know about him?
that he is an excellent basketball
player? The honest answer should

Debate time conflict

Scheduling problems with game
To the Editor:

We are writing this letter in
anticipation of an upcoming

scheduling conflict between the

first UGBC presidential debate
and the St. John's/BC basketball
game. The basketball game is
scheduled to begin at 7pm on
Wednesday, Feb. 5. In addition,
the presidential debate is scheduled to begin at 8 pm in McGuinn
121 on the same evening. We

made every effort to reschedule
the debate for another evening so
the student body would not have
to choose between these two
important events. Unfortunately,
due to administrative procedures

vour
voice

foe
to

the editor.

Letters must be
500 words or

less, and must
include name,l
year of graduation and phone
number for verification.
Submit all

letters to
McElroy 113 by
Thursday at
5 pm.

involving the acquisition of appropriate auditorium space, we
are unable to obtain a sizable
room on another evening during
the scheduled election process.
We hope that students will be

able to attendboth events at some

point during the evening, as we
feel both events are beneficial to
the student body. Thank you for
your understanding and cooperation.
Mariana Lebron
A&S'93
Lena Reed
A&S '93
Election Committee Co-Chairs

be no! If so, it seems to make no
difference if the athlete is a Hoya,
so long as they are excellent
Afrikan American student ath-

letes. Daley's call to hatred
against the Hoyas, in the manifestation of coach Thompson and
Alonzo Mourning, is a true call to
the student body of Boston College to hate the Afrikan American student athlete because "we"
took the place of individuals like
Daley, who believe that the position was rightfully theirs in the
first place.
Daley belittles Patrick Ewing's
choice to attend Georgetown instead of BC and coach
Thompson's ethics by saying that

their "ideals are much more in
line with giving scholarships to
people like Ewing, who has a
better grasp on a basketball than

he does of the English language."
It sounds like Daley truly has a

sincere interest in the Patrick
Ewing's of the world, but earlier
in the passage Daley states that
"had [Ewing] stayed home, just
imagine what the result would
have been for BC basketball."
This is proof that Daley's resentment for the Hoyas is not based
upon what he believes to be
Georgetown's exploitation of

such individuals for the benefit of
their athletic programs, but upon
the fact that BC has not had the
opportunity to exploit these
young people first.

Also, I must comment on the
accompanying caption. "Wanted
Dead or Alive: Public Enemies
Number 1 & 2," not only elicits
the fear that the Afrikan American male athletes is an enemy to
college sports as we know it today, but in general any Afrikan
American males like coach Thompson and Alonzo Mourning

who are mentally strong, college
educated, socially and politically
correct must be seen as a threat to
society.
This week marks the beginning of Black History Month, a
month which not only celebrates
a people, but also the contributions which many people have
accomplished for the benefit of
mankind. I strongly encourage
AHANA and non-AHANA students to come out and support
various events around campus
and throughout Boston. For if we
come to understand one another's
culture, all of us would be saved
from such unneeded and pervasive ignorance that is here at Boston College.

Jason Greene
A&S '92

Women's choices impact lives

A basic right that is too important to prevent
To the Editor:
This letter is about choices. If
you are not interested in women
making choices (for ourselves)
that impact our lives, stop reading here. This letter is not for you.
(I recommend Loren Goloski's
letter, from the issue a week or
two ago.)
Since I make choices all the
time, nearly always with a strong
sense of the way my actions will
effect the world in which I live,
and always within the ethical
structures that is part of my own
self-awareness, I feel uniquely
qualified to write about choices.
I'm forthem, generally, especially
if they contribute to the lives of
the women, who, like me, make
them responsibly as part of I iving
our lives. I'm for choices when
the woman making them knows
herself better than I do (likely)
and better than men do (surely)
what they will mean within the
unique context on her own life.
Perhaps it isn't quite clear what
choices really mean for individuals in our society, for individual

women, for example, whose birth
control fails, or who are raped, or

who

sterilized without their
What do reproductive
choices, including available and
safe birth control and abortion
and the ability to bear and raise
children with the basic necessities of food, clothing, shelter and
are

consent.

love, mean for women, myself
included?
Choices mean a very greatdeal,
as anyone who has ever been
prevented from making an important one for herself knows. It
is deeply discouraging for me to
find that some people at BC and
elsewhere believe that they can
assume guardianship over a being that dwells within the womb
of a woman for whom they believe they know what is best. (In
a curious twist of language, these
people have proclaimed themselves "pro-fife." Clearly they are
pro-fetus and anti-abortion, but
"pro-life?" Certainly not prowomen's lives, since choices
sorrowful, joyful, or a mixtureare what life is about for most
women I know.
?

I ana not a man, but I

imagine
most men would also fight for the

basic right

to make choices

that

directly impact their lives.) Maybe
this seems like a radical feminist
idea, that idea that I and other
women should decide what happens to and in our own bodies.
To paraphrase Rebecca West,
people call me a feminist whenever I express sentiments that dif-

ferentiate

me

from

a

doormat

(1913).

Doormats can't make choices,
but women can. We can make
them for ourselves, in fact, and
we accept full responsibility for
the way our choices effect our
lives. A very great number of us
Simply refuse to let anyone else
make our reproductive choices,

because they are much too important to us to leave to someone
who doesn't even know us.

Laurie Quinn
Vice President
Women's Issues
A&S'92
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Lowest student and Student and Faculty
Travel Specialists
faculty airfares
?Intl ID Cards
anywhere!
?Eurail Passes
Call today 327-1300
?Youth Hostel Cards
or

1-800-843-1544

Get Acquainted With Us
Before You Get Acquainted

With Each Other

Jifl

associates

rC/\
l/tiwu/l
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Birth Control

/

Reasonable Fees. Evening Hours.
1297 Beacon St., Brookline,- MA 02146
(at

!~

Coolidge Corner)

Get Acquainted Special
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associates

[$_5_5,00
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?Birth Contn>l pwnsdintf
"Diaphragm or Three Cycles
<>f Hirth Control Fills
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BENG. SHAPIRO
SCHOLARSHIP
Ben G. Shapiro has established three scholarships for junior students of the Catholic,
Protestant and Jewish faiths who, through
campus activities, have fostered an awareness of the religious dimension of life and
have contributed to a greater sense of human community. Such activity includes not
only specifically religious work but also all
forms of service to the University and
larger community. Additional criteria
include academic achievement and financial need. Each year, awards of approximately $ 1,000 will be made to three juniors
for their senior year.
APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE IN THE
CHAPLAIN'S OFFICE, McELROY 215
THE DEADLINE FOR APPLICATION SUBMISSION IS MONDAY, MARCH 2

Study Smart with Cliffs StudyWare
WI«*«W!

\u25a0\u25a0

HI H I

i*

*

To do your best on your Graduate Management Admission Test,
study smart with Cliffs StudyVvare. This Cliffs Test Preparation
Guide with interactive computer software is the most complete
study system available.
\u2666 Available for ACT, SAT, GMAT, GRE and LSAT
\u2666 On-screen questions \u2666 Mouse compatible/pull-down menus
\u2666 Fun and easy to use \u2666 Color graphics
\u2666 Compatible with VGA, EGA CGA and Hercules

Western Europe, Eastern Europe
3ERMANY: A Christian Demo:ratic Union leader, Josef Durhac,
vas forced to resign as Premier of
'huringia(ineastern Germany) last
veek in response to the confirmaion of Duchac's former activities
vith the security police and the
lommunist Party.

long-range missiles, which are democratically-elected president.
viewed asa threat to world peace. Africa
SOUTH AFRICA: Two attacks on
Middle East
black commuters at the
MIDDLE EAST: Moscow's Mid- Geldenhuis train station east of
Johannesburg has left three dead
eastpeace talks ended on a hope-

ful note with Arab, Israeli and
Western leaders agreeing to hold
a series of spring meetings to
investigate the details of Mideast peace.

PAKISTAN: Inaccordwitha U.N.
peace plan seeking a truce between rebels and the Marxist Afghan government, Pakistan has
stopped all arms shipments to
guerillas in Afghanistan after 13
years of support.

and fifteen wounded. The first
attack, by armed men, and the
second attack, by hand grenade,
has caused panic on trains running through black townships.
Asia
CHINA: Prime Minister Li Peng

of China met with President Bush
in New York on Jan. 31 for the
first time since the 1989
Tiananmen Square incident. This
meeting has prompted criticism
from Congress, human rights
Central America, The Caribbean groups and students who mainIndustry
'OLAND:
in Poland has MEXICO: Under attack by oppo- tain that Peng's hard-line, antirome to a standstill after Russia sition parties of electoral fraud, democratic standpoint should not
eneged on a trade deal and cut off Gov. Salvador Neme Castillo of be accommodated.
Tabasco State resigned on Jan.
latural gas shipments.
28, becoming the third elected INDIA: India announced the esIndepenstate leader to resign in five tablishment of diplomatic ties
The Commonwealth of
lent States
months.
with Israel, an act which will now
enable India to partake in MidRUSSIA: In response to Bush's State
)f the Union address calling for
30,
US.'
HAITI: On Jan.
Emeast peace talks.
the
bassy
military
spendgranted
permission
in Haiti
Jeep cuts in U.S.
for political asylum to Haitians NORTH KOREA: On Jan. 30,
ng, President Boris Yeltsin conirmed his commitment to radical suffering from political persecu- North Korea finally signed a
nilitary cutbacks. Yeltsin's plans tion. The total number of Hai- nuclear safeguards agreement afnclude a reduction of the former tians under U.S. protection has ter years of stalling. The agree>oviet armed forces as well as an reached 14,276 since September ment allows for international ininprecedented dismantling of when a military coup ousted a spection of its nuclear facilities.

?Free Pregnancy Testing
?

WORLD NEWS BRIEFS

HUNGARY: A controversial bill
vas proposed that will extend the
>eriod of "limitations for treason"
rom 15 years to as far back as
944. The bill, which awaits court
ipproval, is an effort to uncover
hose who supported and pronoted the Soviet intervention and
o prohibit them from public ofice.
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Coordinator-Terri Szczurek, Writers- Julie Duschka, Paul Fitzgerald, Jacques Oury, Terri
Szczurek, Sources-The New York Times, The Boston Globe, The New York Financial Times.
Sponsored by OGBC international Affairs.

Don't
Call

be stuck in

Boston

for Spring

558-9230 or pasqualeen at 558-931 7
info on Jamaica, Cancun, or Florida.

Lexy at
for

Break!

Miller Genuine Draft or Draft Light Bottles
$1
"We will not run out"

MONDAY'S 2 for 1 Pizza with the
purchase of a pitcher of Bud or Lite
TUESDAY'S All you can eat Buffalo
Wings-$3.95
WEDNESDAY NIGHT In the Big Room
Bud College Party
THURSDAY NIGHT BC Bash

FRIDAY AFTERNOONS Coors Light
Silver Bullet Party" 4-8 PM. Register to
win ski weekend at Stowe.

(IMPRINT FOR LOCAL BOOKSTORE)

Only 43 days to Sam's super
St. Patrick's Day blowout bash!
1314 Commonwealth Ave. Boston
(On the Green Line)
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Activities planned for Black History Month
By RICHARD WILLIAMS

Heights Staff Writer
This week marks the beginning of Black History Month, in
which the Boston College community will host several events in
celebration of the historical
achievements of African Americans.
Sandra Sandiford, administrative secretaryto the B lack Studies
program, hopes Black History
Month will be "a moment of reflection on the remarkable success African Americans have
made in this hemisphere."

She continued, "There's much
talk about our failure, whether it
be drugs, education or the like.
Instead of having white perceptions of African Americans as titillating things or events or objects, divert from what whites
perceive us towards the true historical achievements we've'

Sponsored by
UGBC's
AHANA Affairs and Lecture Series, nationally known psychologist and Florida State University
professor Dr. Na'im Akbar will
provide a lecture on the state of
African Americans on predominantly white campuses.
A celebration in honor of the
recently retired Supreme Court
Justice Thurgood Marshall will
also take place in February.
Although a speaker has yet to
be announced, the Black Student Forum may bring either
Wayne Budd or BC alumnus
Judge Nelson as a possible host
for the event.
Danette Thomas, A&S '93,
Director for AHANA, anticipates
that Black History Month will
"provide the BC community the
opportunity to reflect upon our
history as a people."
Even though Black History

Month is celebrated in February,
Thomas argues that students
should not lose consciousness of
African History when March arrives. Rather, Black History Month
should be a reminder and celebration of the richness of African
American culture.
Other highlights of the month,
include a Movie Series, an African
party where all attendants must
wear African garments.
A Black History Month graduate student forum is also scheduled in which black graduate students will make presentations
bated on research they have conducted.
All who are interested in these
events should contact the Office
of the Black Student Forum in
McElroy Commons.

addition to the above events,
BC will be having its annual MarIn

Scheduled for February 12 a
scholarship will be awarded to a
BC African American Junior
known for his or her distinguished commitment to community service and academic
success.
Moreover, displays of black
literature will be conducted by
O'Neill Library and the Campus

Bookstore.
Black History Month started
in 1926 as Negro History Week,
in response to the increasing
need for African Americans to

learn the richness of their tradition and history.
The brainchild of Carter C.
Woodson, who also founded the
Association for the Study of Negro Life and History, Negro History Week was increased to a
month in 1975.

made."
Sandiford noted how steadily
African Americans have progressed in 127 years and how
they have done so "in the teeth of
bitter oppression."
"We should be proud of what
we've accomplished and make
sure we do not lose the basic
human rights our forefathers have
given us," Sandford said.

Love
Valentine's

2 for 1 Haircuts
Make yourself look good and split the
cost with your lover.
Love the difference. Experience the
dynamic, expertly trained stylist for
MEN
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WE HAVE THIS YEAR'S BEST TRIPS

AT THE LOWEST RATES!
HURRAY, SPACE IS LIMITED!
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CANCUN! ""ESEEEI
\u25ba)- BAHAMASrEEEEI
ALL TRIPS INCLUDE R/T AIRFARE, 7 NIGHTS HOTEL,
R/T TRANSFERS, PARTIES, DISCOUNTS!!
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Beauty Show

PARTY TIME, EXCELLENT! Don't get
mental or anything?after you finish the
puzzle, take it to this newspaper's
office and the first 10 correct entries
will receive a free WAYNE'S WORLD
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HE SHOOTS, HE SCORESI!!
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Men & Women wanted I

Boston Marriott

Opens February 14 At Theatres Everywhepe

?

ACROSS
s, he scores!
I- He
5. Tape format
8. The best way to eat com
9. Uma Thurman's initials
10. In Latin a babe would be called a bubia
2. Opposite of No way!
13. Actor Robert
from TV's Quiiuv
14. Ancient Chinese unit of distance, huh?
5. Au
. What a French fox or "Renardc" says
when she dumps you
16. Hitchcock film: AW, In
. I abbrev.)
18 See 16 across
.
iu
ii
u
9. c
Excellent
co-hosl

1

FREE CUTS
and
FREE PERMS
Model Call

j

I

promise to end student apa

thy on campus! If elected, all
students wi 11 care about everything, and get involved, and come
to all the events we plan, even

the stupid and boring ones.
"I promise to start campus
wide recycling in every building
and dorm room. We will recycle
everything from old newspaper
to old ideas. If elected, even
Lipton Ice-Tea cans will be recycled.
"I promise to give AHANA lots
and lots of money. If elected they
will get more than they want,
more than they can even spend.
"I promise to make women's
issues a top priority. If elected
they will get tons of money to
bring radical feminists and prochoke advocates to enlighten us
-

all.

\^Yoxiy

:

Just alite advice

tin Luther King Banquet.

21. Home stale of R.E.M. (abbrev.). 7. The beM means lo gel lo heaven
23. Baseball player Ruth or what
10. Merriment (rhymes with girth and begins with M)
Heather Locklear is
11. Singer Jon Bon
26. Something disgusting (adj.)
17. Sex machine
Sounds kind of like highness.
20. Bugs Bunny for example
22.
27. Ultimate goal in football
Rot. Alfred Jarry's 1896 surrealist play that
forecast the Theatre of the Absurd or dog at the cm I
DOWN
()| . Mlualion Colnc j y ftwHi'iv Tics: Sil
. Sit!
Usual reaction when you see
-,_,
You Like It
.?«??.
a babe
25. Extraterrestrial who had lo
2. Prostitute
phone home
3. Babe doctor
4. Illinois for example
u» book WAYME'S WOBIO: extreme
*.\u25bc* ' VT.*
CIOSE UP b» M*§ Myormni Robin A»im ©1)91
6 The
Un or
°' ne acl
act 0I
of ihrowini?
mrowmg up
pubW|<(| k| Hyptfbis(l
PG-13 >? «».
Celtic sport
I

1.

.

V^fflHfck.£JTW

"*W/I \\W*
»?

'

Copley Place
Meet In Lobby
from 2 pm to 5 pm
Saturday
February Bth, 1992
For details call
1-800-367-5024 ext 224
lh» origin of boouflhi ho*

"But most of all, more than
anything else, I promise to plaster my name over this entire campus. Every wall, every tree and
every hall will bear my name. I
will put it on the walk ways. I will
put it in the bathrooms. I will slip
it under your door. From every
pillar, lamp post and every no
parking sign on campus, I will
hang my name."
Its election time again. That
time when UGBC does its best to
convince us that "yes, we are a
joke!" That time of year when
people get to play pretend politics. They come up with a platform of nice things that everyone
should like. They write great
speeches and deliver them well
too. They study all night for the
debates so that they can say all
the right things, and not offend
anyone. And of course, they come
up with catchy slogans like "It's
time, or I'm ready, or I'm a real
nice guy."
What they don't do is figure
out is how to tackle real student
concerns like how to stand up to
the administration on issues like
tuition or a student center. With a
strong UGBC these problems
would be answered by now, but
they're too busy fighting about
how much money the Hawaiian
club and the Christmas tree lighting should get. What the UGBC
needs is not politicians, it needs
leaders. Who cares if you can
come up with catchy slogans or
put your name in lights. Who
cares if you have experience in
the UGBC, I think it would be a
plus if you didn't.
The students are tired of elections in which the candidates tell
everyone to vote for them, but
they don't say why. They spend
up to and probably over a thousand dollars on signs with a name,
or pamphlets on recycling. Sure
recycling is important, but when
the main issue is which candidates print their names on recycled paper, there's a problem.
Candidates should spend some
time figuring out what's wrong
with the campus, and ways to
solve the problems. They need to
spend time getting the right
people for their cabinets, rather
than their friends or the people
who helped them win. They have
to take the time to ask students
what they really care about instead of telling them.
We need new ideas; the students need a voice, not a circus.
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Nick's to host "Beanpot Laugh-in" Competition
BY JULIE GRIFFITHS
For The Heights

comic.

Nick's Comedy Stop is holding it's "First Annual Beanpot
Laugh-In Competition" for college students beginning Feb. 5.
Students from eight area
schools can compete for a grand
prize of $ 1,000 in cash, and a ful I
week as the headliningstand-up

In an effort to attract more
college students to the Boston
comedy club, the promotional
event was devised to "seek
out and showcase student talent, and give them a chance to

the comedy club and is now coordinating BC's campus effort.
"This is a great chance for those
talented comics to compete and
show people what they've got,"

work and make some money
too," said Charles J. Cohen,
public relations director of
Nick's Comedy Stop.

Boston College will kick-off the
competitions on Feb. 5,1992.. Bus
transportation will be provided for

I LSAT

II

UGBC's Director ofprogramming,

Rebecca Stehling was contacted by

Stehling said.

GMAT

students, and will leave from St.
Ignatius Church at 6:30 pm.
Tickets are $3 with a student
BCID, and "You couldn't ask for
a better night out," Stehling said.
Runners-up from each participating school will win $ 100 each,
and a trophy. The eight runners
up will then participate in the
grand finals to be held on March
4, at 7:30 pm.
A panel of local'celebrities
and professional comics will be
judging the event, including two
BC professors. Although tentative at this time, The Boston Herald Comedy and Nightclub columnist Dean Johnson are possi-

I
I

I

MCAT

Want to learn a few copy
tips and brush up on your
writing skills?

\
«
u25a0*\u25a0**\u25a0
The

Prof. Dick Kelley

Review

will address these topics at
a workshop on Tuesday at

Courses at B.U. and in Newton

spm in The Heights office.

CALL TODAY:

617/277-5280
Looking for a
great job next
year?

All interested writers are

welcome to atttend.

Student Development
BOSTON COLLEGE

"

nitoiiof and Drug

[due

a I ion

\ /
V

H.E.A.R.T.

PEER EDUCATION
INTERESTED IN

Apply to become
a SPAC director!
SPAC, the Student Programs
and Activities Center, has
three directorship positions
opening for the 1992-1993

school year.
Applications will be available in
McElroy 118 starting Wednesday,
February sth. Anyone with questions, please stop by SPAC in
McElroy 118 or call 552-4822.

details.

Journalism Workshop

I Princeton ABE

I

bilities.
Cohen said negotiations are also
going on with comedy executives
from MTV, HBO and Showtime.
"Efforts are being made to get a
local on-air personality," he said.
Cohen expects at least 200 students from all the competing universities and admits that "if it's
successful, and it does seem to be
going that way, we will have a
Second Annual Beanpot LaughIn Competition, and open it up to
even more schools."
Students interested in representing their school are asked to phone
(617) 482-0930 for registration

.

.

.

doing floor presentations on alcohol and
other drug information
being a peer advisor for substance abuse
issues
activity planning to promote healthy
decisions about alcohol use
enhancing leadership and public speaking
skills?
BECOME A MEMBER OF H.E.A.R.T.* AND BE AN ALCOHOL AND
DRUG PEER EDUCATOR FOR 1992-1993?
Applications for H.E.A.R.T. 1992-93 are available in O'Connell
House, room 109. Application deadline: February 20.
For more information, contact Judy McGuire Robinson, Assistant
Dean for Alcohol and Drug Education, Office of the Dean for
Student Development, 552-8639.
?H.E.A.R.T.

--

Help Educate. Alcohol and Drug Responsibility Team.

THE HEIGHTS
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HEIGHTS

Earnings

Capital Gains Soft dollar Yield Curve
Interest Rales Block Sale Futures
Stock

There will be a Heights
Business Meeting at
4:30 on Monday.
Freshmen and
sophomores welcome.

BUSINESS

Career Center ready to assist Preparation key to
students in a tight job market successful job hunt
will continue to publicize its services to students this spring.

By DANIEL McGINN
Heights Business Editor
As graduation draws near for
seniors, the Career Center is intensifying its efforts to assist students in this tight job market. The

has held several workshops throughout January, and

center

Stock
of the

Week
Stock: Zenith

"The job market is bad right
now you've all read about the
_

layoffs and hiring freezes," said
Jean Papalia, associate director
of the Career Center, to an audience last week. "As a result, you
have to work a lot harder this
year to find a job."
"But don't panic," she said.
"There are entry-level positions
out there."
These remarks came from a
workshop intended to reintroducethe Campus Recruiting Program to seniors who have not yet
begun the interview process. The
information provided also gives
juniors a head start on knowing
how the process workswhen they

Office bulletin board in Room 102
been chosen for
an interview. If their names appear on the list, they should pick a
time slot for a meeting.
The Career Center runs workshops on interviewtechniques several times each week, and Papalia
suggested that students attend one
before having their first interview.
Papal ia stressed that students
keep their appointments with recruiters. "You can lose your privileges to participate in the campus
recruiting program if you blow it
off," she said.
For students who have already
reached this stage of the job search
and have completed a first interview, the Career Center provided a
workshop on Second Semester Job
to see if they have

5Jectrontc^^
rice: $9J!3
symbol* Zf
*/E Ratio: 'Estimated

.

-25)
Dividend: Nil

Zenith Electronics manufactefevisions and other elecironic devices. They are in the
nidst of developing high definiion, clear picture television sys:ems with six other researching
groups from AT&T and General
nstrument Corp., among other
tures

companies.
When using digital television
systems, complex picture infor"nation is compressed, then

>roadcasted and received
a stream of pulses, or
:ommands in I's and O's. The
mmediate problem which will
prevent this from being an overnight success is costs. When the
FV sets arrive i n 1995, they wou Id
jrobably cost $3,500. Zenith
Electronics Corp. states that they
ire ready when the time for testing comes.
ZE hasn't made a full-year
Drofit for continuing operations
since fecal year 1984duemostly
o a loss of 11 percent in sales in
f 991, weak pricing, and the research costs for developing
Tiigber definition Vs/s. But the
Company hopes that the high
tensity system and*its even bigger investment In flat picture
iubes for HOW displays will
hrough

**akethem a considerable profjl
in the years tq come.
In a recent news wire, TV in-;
lusfry officials stated that they
mil raise approximately $ 1.6

"nillfon from the stations and
aroadcast ow#ersh ip groups that
tvould allow the iGdujstry to recommend a single system to the
federal,' Communications Comn ission (FCQ, With this moneys
he research groups can eonM
jlete development of a single
'ndustry standard fof high-defilitions television.
;
has great potential
o increase In dollar per share if
mdwhen this high*defin ition TV
arrwes in die marketplace. By
sestlngand researching', Zenith
pnadvance to theJorefrontand:
achieve, theulpbaJ lead in applying the digital language of computers to television broadcastng.

By Todd J. Aitomare

I

The Career Center will become a popular place in coming months
as students face a tight job market.
begin the job hunt next year.
About 1 7 percent of BC students have been hired through
the Campus Recruiting Program
in recent years. Over 300 companies solicit resumes each year,
and spend several days interviewing the students they select.
The first step in registering for
the program is to fill out a ki Nexus
form and complete a resume.
The ki Nexus system is a nationwide database containing information on job-hunters, through
which employers can find people
suited for open positions. The
resume is kept on file at the Career Center for reference.
Next, students must decide
upon the companies with whom
they will try to obtain an interview. This is done by searching
the Campus Recruiting Schedule, which lists the companies
coming to campus, the positions
offered, and the majors preferred.
Interested students must submit a
separate resume for each position by the due date, which is
listed in the schedule.
Papalia stressed that students
only apply for positions they are
truly interested in obtaining, and
not to seek an interview just for
practice. It is also wise to attend
the information session given by
many companies the night before interviews are conducted, as
it will help the student to be
informed about the company.
Since most companies are selective in granting interviews, students must check the Recruiting

Search Issues. Here, corporate
recruiters discussed such matters
as job searching beyond the Recruiting Program, what to expect
in second interviews, how to ask
for an extension of an offer, and
how to negotiate salary.
Jill Kiley, a recruiter from AT&T,
emphasized the need to go beyond the Campus Recruiting Program in the current job market.
"Anyone you can send your resume to, send it," she advised.
She also suggested that you look
towards smaller companies, ones
which "perhaps you never thought

of before."

Her advice on how to handle
interviews came in the form of a
few simple maxims. "Don't be a
motor-mouth; don't ramble; don't
stretch the truth."
As for how to handle early of-

fers, she advised that students be

honest from the start. If you have
another interview coming up with
a company you're interested in,
tell them. If you have concerns
over the salary, geographic location, or when you will start work,
get these concerns out in the open
as early as possible, she advised.
In the end, she said, "If you think
you'll be unhappy, just say no."
Tom Carter, a sales recruiter for
Procter and Gamble, discussed
the things he looks for in a resume
and during an interview. He said
that the key in both areas is concrete, demonstrable things which
you've accomplished.

Continued on Page 12

By STEPHANIE BELANGER
Heights Assistant Business

Editor

If you think finding a job is
hard, you're right. However, it
is not impossible. Things seem
to be improving in the market,
and there are many things that a
student can do to improve their
chances of completing a successful job search.
Private businesses, excluding
health care industries, cut
80,000 jobs in December.

These cuts have been occurring
since September.
Manufacturing firms cut

32,000 jobs in December,
bringingfactory employmentto

an eight-year low.

Since April of 1991, when
the recession is said to have

ended, employment has risen
by an average of only 13,000
jobs a month. The average
monthly increase in past recoveries was more than 150,000.
This lack of growth has
pushed the unemployment rate
in December to 7.1 percent?
the highest in five years.
Although the statistics appear
dismal, there is good news:
According to a recent Boston
Globe article, about 25 percent
of the nation's businesses plan
to increase their hiring in the
next three months. The index is
compiled by Cahners Economics and measures the level of
business confidence by polling
400 companies on their specific business plans.
"This is a very positive trend
reversal, and that is occurring

across all areas of the country
and all industry sectors," said
Kermit Baker, Cahners' chief
economist. "This is the first hard
evidence that a recovery in manufacturing can begin in early to
mid-1992."
This news comes just in time
for the influx of hundreds of college graduates entering the job
market in the late spring. According to Marilyn S. Morgan,
director of the Boston College
Career Center, "Companies seem
to have a more realistic grip on
their hiring needs. They are hiring fewer, but if they're interviewing they definitely have positions to fill."
"Some industries, like sales,
are actually hiring more this year.
In addition, accountingfirms have
already made job offers to students here at BC," said Morgan.
Considering the many qualified applicants in the market,
competition for jobs is intense.
"A difference in this economic
environment is that students need
to go into interviews focused,
and researched in the field in
which they ate interviewing,it is
important to be assertive and
mount a convincing argument
aboutvvhy they should be hired."
The strong network of alumni
among BC graduates is an advantage that BC students have in the
market. Many firms have had
excellent experience with BC
graduates, and return each year
to interview seniors. Additionally, many upper-level managers
are BC graduates who want to

Continued

on Page 12

Business Briefs
President Bush out- purchase of
lined his plans for the
?

a home.

in \u2666 Bush's proposals reyear
State of the ceived widespread critiUnion address. Bush is cism from the Demoreducing the amount of crats, They claimed that

coming

taxes withheld from

worker's paycheck's,
starting March 1 or
sooner, to stimulate the
economy. He urged
Congress to pass the
capital gains tax cuts
be hasj>roposed. Also,
in an effort to focus government attention on
domestic issues, the
president called for
ending the production
of the 8~2 bomber, as
well as curtailing other
defense programs. The
president plans to utiI lze much1 ofth is "peace
dividend' to implement
programs to combatthe

recession,

?Of particular interest
to young adults, Bush
made several proposals to help first- time
ho me bury'ers. He
propsed that a tax credit
be allowed to buyers,
andthat buyers be able
to use moneyfrom their
IRA's to finance the

his tax cuts will result in

an increase of less then
$ 200 for the average family, and that his capital
gains tax cut will give
two-thirds of the benefits
to the richest one percent

of taxpayers.

Thursday, the Dow
Jones industrials fell
47.1 8 points in heavy
trading, as a result of
Greenspan's indication
that the Fed has no immediate plans to lower
interest rates. Treasury
bond prices lost more
?

than a point.

?Several individual
stocks have enjoyed big
jumps as the result of reporting higher than expecteaearnings. Disney
jumped more than nine
points on Tuesday, and
Coca-Cola was up more
than five points on Thursday.
Source: The Wall Street Journal
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Career Center offers students
tips for success in tough market
Continued from page 10.
recruit recent BC graduates for
present openings.
"In these times, companies are
recruiting at fewer campuses;
however, they return to BC because the students here are the
type of hires they want," Morgan
said. Many companies recruit
only at BC because of past success.

"The liberal arts curriculum and

good mix of leadership skills that
many of the BC students have
make them appealing toemployers. BC is a nationally recognized school and our graduates
are team players, and employers
like that."
The advantages of a liberal arts
education have been recognized
in many national surveys. For

instance, AT&T studied long-term
success rates of graduates from
liberal arts institutions versus

those of narrowly educated students. The study concluded that
a liberal arts background contributed to the skills of a good
manager.
The Career Center offers many
services to students to train them
in launching a productive job
search. "With only 20 percent of
the jobs available listed in the
paper, students need to learn
about the hidden market and
networking skills.
Morgan cautioned students that
mass mailngs of resumes is not
the most efficient way to conduct
a job search. Often times, students submit a resume for every
company interviewing on cam-

Volunteer programs
an option for seniors
most programs send students to a
part of the country or world which
may be particularly attractive to

BY JOHN McINERNEY
Heights Staff Writer

light of the current recession, today's job market has beIn

come challenging for everyone,
especially college graduates.
As an alternative to entering
the job market immediately, there
are several volunteer programs

to graduating seniors,
offering experience that could
help them in their future careers.
One of the most well known
and prestigious volunteer orga :
nization in the world is the Peace
Corps. Started in 1961 by President Kennedy, Peace Corps volunteers help fight hunger, poverty and other Third World problems. The volunteers give a twoyear commitment, and there are
opportu n ities to serve i n over 100
countries. Since its inception,
over 120,000 people have volunteered in the Peace Corps.
The Jesuit Volunteer Corps is
another alternative for students
interested in volunteer work after
graduation. Thisvolunteergroup

available

commonly performs social service work in both urban and rural
communities in the United States.
Other work is available in working with the homeless, elderly
and abused women and children.
The Jesuits require a one-year

commitment to the program, usually beginning in August.
Yet another volunteer organization for people wishing to work
in the U.S. is VISTA. VISTA volunteers perform many valuable
services, such as developing literacy campaigns and helping

with disaster relief.
These programs offer

a num-

ber ofadvantages to students who
wish to delay employment. First,

BC students. Part of the
University's philosophy is that
students who have benefited from
this education have a distinct
advantage over most people in
our society, and with this advantage comes a responsibility to
serve others. These kinds of programs offer the opportunity to
put this philosophy to work.
Although no one enters volunteer programs with the hope of
getting rich, there are some financial advantages to these types
of programs. Participation in most
will allow one to defer payment
of student loans, which is an attractive option to facing the payments while unemployed. Also,
some programs offer a small stipend to students upon the
completion of their term.
Since it is an election year,
there are also several short-term
opportunities to work on a political campaign. This could range
from supporting a Presidential
nominee to volunteering on the
campaign of a state representative. These options would be
excellent preparation students
who might someday be interested
in runningforelectedoffice. Also,

ifyouassistacandidateina local
or state race, there is always the
small chance that you could obtain a position with the state government if your candidate wins.

There are still other volunteer
organizations available to graduating seniors. The Career Center

has more information on all of
the availablevolunteer programs,
and facts on how and when to
apply for them.

Campus Recruiting Program
Types of Positions

pus, which can complicate the

process as well as confuse the

student.

"If a student interviews with a
company they know nothing
about and have little interest in,
chances are the interview will
notgowell. Thisusuallydiscourages students about their interview skills and does more harm
than good.
Students have to learn how to
launch a job-search correctly, and
there are many programs at the
Career Centerthat can help them."
Morgan said.

"It is a tough economy, and
students need to start early. How-

ever, a job search should not
consume a student's time at BC.
Employers want leaders, and the
point of a liberal arts education is
not to get a job. Rather, it is to
savor the subject matter that they
have chosen, and take interesting courses. In enjoying the college years, students will learn
skills that will be attractive to
employers."

THE HEIGHTS

Digital finds students
unprepared for recent
on-campus interviews
By Daniel McGinn
Heights Buisness Editor

In a letter addressed to Marilyn
Morgan, director of the Career
Center at Boston College, a recruiter from Digital Equipment
Corporation complained that BC
students interviewed in December were uninformed about the
company and the program to
which they were applying.
Paul R. Powers, manager of
the Financial Development program at Digital, wrote that "the
lack of preparation by the students interviewed was evident to
the interviewers. Most of the
students knew very little about
the program and the company."
He said that the company received close to 200 resumes from
BC seniors, but only 10 attended
an information session held two
weeks before the interview date.
This program provided the opportunity to learn about the corn-

pany, and Powers cited the lack
of attendance as contributing to

the number of unprepared students.
Powers expressed his desire

to continue recruiting at BC, as
he is a graduate of the Carroll

School of Management and the
Graduate Business School.
Marilyn Morgan attributed
part of the problem to a lack of
communication about the time
and location of the information
session. However, she stressed
that "we always encourage students to attend information sessions, as companies often assume that a student has attended
one prior to the interview.
"Since the information sessions offered by the companies
are open to everyone, they are
beneficial to attend even if the
student has no present intention
to interview. It's a great way to
network and meet prospective
employers," Morgan said.

Career Center workshops provide
information for job interviews
Continued from page 11

.

First interviews, he said, are
used only to narrow the field of
candidates for a position. "I only
ask four questions in a first interview," he said, "And the first one
is 'What's your name?'" He advised students not to ask questions at an interview simply to
show they've thoroughly researched the company, but to
concentrate on things which
would directly affect them if they
go to work there.
Second interviews at P&G begin with an aptitude test, and
then move into a longer interview. The key, he said, is to
come up with examples of things
you've dene to answer questions
such as "Tell me about a problem
you've solved," or "What's been
your greatest accomplishment in
life thus far?"
Both Kiley and Carter stressed
that students no renege on job
offers. Not only is it unethical to
do so, but it causes major problems to a company because of
the expense involved in training
new employees, they said.
On the issue of salary negotiations, Kiley suggested that students ask if it is negotiable up
front, while Carter said to consider aspects besides the salary
when looking at first jobs. P&G
will not negotiate starting salaries, but they are able to attract
many top

students, he said.

At yet another Career Center
workshop, entitled "How to Find

a Job," Elaine Milner covered
techniques to find jobs outside of
the Campus Recruiting Program.
This workshop will be given every month until May, and several
times during Senior Week.
Since the majority of the positions filled through the Recruiting Program are in the areas of
Accounting, Finance and Sales,
many students will have to find
positions through alternative
methods. The key to this type of
search, Milner said, is research

and networking.

Deciding what kind of job you

want to enter and

learning about

that field are the toughest parts of
job searching, Milner said. But if
you succeed in this, your chances
of landing a position is much
better, since one of the biggest
criticisms of BC students during
interviews is their lack of knowledge or interest in the position or
company with whom they interview. "They seem unsureof themselves," she said, because they
aren'treally sure what kind of job
they want.
The first step in this process
could be looking through the resources of the Career Center Library, which has two reference
librarians on staff to assist students. But after doing somereading, it is time to utilize the best
source of career information?

professionals in the industry.
Milner stressed informational
interviewing as the key to establishing contact with professionals in the industry in which you
hope to work. "People love to
talk about themselves. They'll
tell you what they do, and how
they got there," she said.

These people can also clue
you into the "hidden job market"
that exists in most fields. Generally only 20 percent, of jobs are
advertised in the paper, she said.
If you are intent on searching the
want ads, it is better to subscribe
to the i ndustry's trade paper, or to
find it in O'Neill. Joining a professional association or calling
personnel offices to find out how
they post openings may be advisable, as well.
The key in this process is
looking for a job. That way, the
situation is not intimidating, you
can ask questions you wouldn't
normally ask in interviews, and
you'll form a network of people
who will be there to assist you
when it is time to ask for a job.
The Career Center posts weekly
and monthly events on the various bulletin boards on campus.
They also provide many valuable
services to both sudents and
alumni of Boston College. Information about summer internships
and full-time employment is
readily available.

THE HEIGHTS
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ANALYSIS

Bush outlines economic plans in
State of the Union Address

By DREW ADAMS
Heights Senior Staff Writer

President Bush's State of the
Union address to Congress on
Tuesday was a conservative response to the problems of the
nation, but a proper response to
the economic problems of the
U.S.
Though most people seem most
concerned with what the president will do to stimulate the
economy to combat the recession, this is only one of his tasks.
Coupled with the need to create
a quick end to the recession is the
need to solvethe long-range problems facingoureconomy. While
his proposals are drawing fire as
being ineffective at stimulating
short-term economic growth, his
plans are right on target when it
comes to the long-range problems.
There is no mystic budget that
will eliminate the economic problems of the United States* over
night. Bush's plan of a conservative governmental role in the recovery is a step in the right direc-

tion for politics. It was the foolish
financial policies of past presidents, such as Reagan and Carter,
that caused most of the economic
problems today.
Bush's plan for economic stimulation through tax cuts, reduced
regulation, spendingrestraints and
growth initiative are the correct
buttons to push as an executive.
These are known macroeconomic
techniques to increase economic
growth with stability.
Bush has not attempted try to
solve deeply imbedded economic
problems in the few months before the presidential election. He
has proposed to take steps to promote a slow recovery for the
economy. This doesn't mean he
should ignore financial policy,
but he should look for the longterm recovery and stability the
U.S. is capable of producing as a
nation.
The major proposals that Bush
has raised in his budget (they are
summarized in the table at right)
are not destructive tothe economy
as were the plans of the past. This

NEXT WEEK:
What dp BC
students hope to
clriv e?

large spending for defense by
Reagan and the large spending
and taxing for unneeded domestic programs by Carter had powerful effects on the economy, but
their actions fueled the economic
problems of today. Bush can not
try another strong, innovative but
untested economic plan that
could seriously impair the nation.

|>rrrklf I" Further

spending for both operal/LI Lll3L tions and weapons procurement. Deep
cuts in strategic weapons, modest troop reductions. Biggest budget impact remains several years off

A"marketoriented"°pUCAITU
TADC
flCML II vMIYL proach. Tax credits for low-in-

Students should realize thatthe

come people, deductions to help the middle class. The
wealthy may be taxed on employer-sponsored benefits

president is attempting to stop
the ridiculous spending and economic practices that have become synonymous with politics.
Bush may have many weaknesses
with his other policies, but his
economic stance is solid.
If they don't like Bush, studentsshould be interested in what
other candidates have to propose
and how long-term economic stability fits into their priorities. College students have the right to
vote, and they show political
responsibility by understanding
and voting for politicians who
theyfeel are addressing the problems properly.
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rules that increase cost of doing
business, such as pollution and worker-safety regulations. Possible new push to expand banking powers
"
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DAVIS & WETMORE
Attorneys at law
(617) 720-5599
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Air Charters Eurail Group Flights
Our service does not increase your trip cost...
356 Chestnut Hill Ave., Brookline, MA 02146
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Studio, one bed, in clean, quiet building.
Freshly painted, eat-in kitchen, hardwood
floors, balconies, cable TV, washer/dryer in
basement. Walking distance from campus,
close to BC shuttle and stores.

NO FEE!
WE RENT WHAT WE OWN
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Call 227-5300 days;
964-0447 evenings

Cherry Realty Trust

European Cultural Consultants, Inc.

International Marketing and Business Policy
\u25a1 Hong Kong
Japanese Management
D Tokyo, Japan
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Euro Prep Seminars

We know
what you need
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Language and Culture
French Language, Literature, Culture and Business
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know

D Institut de Touraine, France
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Spanish Language, Literature, Culture and Quichua
\u25a1 Universidad Catolica del Ecuador, Quito, Ecuador
German Language, Literature and Business
\u25a1 University of Trier, Germany
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734-2350

Undergraduate Program in International Business and Finance
\u25a1 Oxford University, England
Graduate Program in International Management
D Oxford University, England
European Economic Community
\u25a1 University of Antwerp, Belgium
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Maintain at least the outlines of
1990 budget agreement. To
avoid swelling the deficit, use accounting changes and
entitlement cuts to finance tax reductions
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Shakespeare: Text and Performance

\u25a1 Leicester Polytechnic, England
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The School for Summer and Continuing Education
Georgetown University, 306 ICC
Washington, D.C. 20057
PHONE: (202) 687-5942
FAX: (202) 687-8954
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There will be a
news meeting on
Monday at
4:30 pm in
McElroy 113.
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CALLNOW fOR FREE HOTEL BROCHURES t GUARANTEEDLOWEST PRICES!

Valentine's Day Value
Roses and Fruit Baskets at
LOW PRICES!
Interested??
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THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
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system

in which educational and I

I
not the exception. The gold bar I

career advancement are the rule,

ITJ
I *jk
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on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, RQ Box 3219, Warminster,
PA 18974-9845. Or call toll free: 1-800-USA-ARMY ext. 438.

Call MARK CHUNG
at 558-3219

And they're both repre-1
isented by the insignia you wear I
as a member of the Army Nurse I
Corps. The caduceuson the left I
means you're part of a health care I

ARMY NURSE CORPS* BE AU YOU CAN BE:

for more info.
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Discover Leadership
Opporunities at
Boston College
Leadership Reception
Wednesday, February sth
Voute 3rd floor lounge
Open House between 6pm and Bpm
Drop by anytime!

j

Representatives from various leadership programs will be present to provide information
to students about the various leadership
opportunities on campus.
Applications will be available.
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Present this ticket at the door
for $ I off Admission
Registration for Bubble Hockey
at
8:00PM,
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533 Comm. Ave. in Kenmore Square, Under the CITGO Sign
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Paraprofessional Leadership Group
Emerging Leader Program Facilitators
Student Programs and Activities Center
Student Judicial Board
Salt & Light Company
O'Connell House Managers
Murray House Managers
International Assistants
PULSE
HEART
Refreshments will be served
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Heights Sports
BC outlasts Georgetown in thriller
By PETER KENNY
Heights Staff Writer
The ifnages still persist from
Saturday's Boston CollegeGeorgetown thrilling basketball
game. Malcolm Huckaby driving past his man and arcing in
shot after shot, on his way to a
high 34 points.
career
Georgetown center Alonzo
Mourning stepping up to the free
throw line, time after time at the
end of the game. John Belushi
and ROCKY firing up the crowd.
And, finally, the delirious scene
at mid-court when the game was
finally settled.
This was one of those games,
that five years from now, everyone will claim to have been at. It
was simply a tremendous basketball game. Listen to BC head
coach Jim O'Brien. He called it
probablyvthe biggest win he has
experienced as a coach. It certainly was one of the longest, as
BC needed two overtimes before
finally subduing the Hoyas, 8886.
The fact that he was able to
chalk up the win was due mainly
to the never say-die philosophy
of his team. Georgetown had
them beat several times, yet the
Eagles kept staggering back, like
a drunk who doesn't know when
to quit in a fight. This team seems
unwilling to cheat their fans out
of a good game. All of their BIG
EAST victories have come down
to the wire, providing nail biting
drama throughout.
Forget the first 35 minutes of
the contest they meant nothing.
Basically the game was a slow,
grinding affair with the Eagles
unable to get on track offensively
until the last five minutes of regulation. This was due to the intimidating presence of Mourning in
the lane. The Hoya center
blocked or altered, a great many
of BC's shots. Focus, instead, on
the last fifteen minutes. BC trailed
51-42 with about five minutes
left on the clock. The Eagles were
done. Finished. Or so everyone
thought. But the game turned 180
degrees and Boston College
staged a miraculous comeback.
They started their comeback
with a Kevin Hrobowski jumper
in the paint. The freshman came
from out of nowhere to score 12
points, including a vicious follow dunk, grab three rebounds,
and play good defense on Mourning.
From this point on, the Eagles
got red hot offensively. They just
kept scoring, almost every time
down the court. Huckaby,
Hrobowski, Curley, Abram, and
Marc Molinsky couldn't miss.
They kept nailing shot after big
shot.
-

Yet it still looked as though
Georgetown would prevail when
they led 66-59 with about a
minute to play. Someone forgot
to tell Malcolm Huckaby, though.
He buried a three pointer from
the deep corner while being
fouled by Georgetown guard Joey
Brown. Huckaby ended up
sprawled on the floor, feet in the
air, while the ball sailed through
the net. He hit the free throw to
make it 66-63.
After a Mourning free throw,
Huckaby and BC called timeout. The Eagles were down, they
needed some inspiration. So they
turned to world class athlete and
speaker extradordinaire John
Belushi. The big screen played a
clip from "Animal House" in
which John gives a motivational
speech. The crowd went ballistic. The roof seemed like it was
going to crack under the pressure
of the noise.
Riding the wave of noise and
momentum, Huckaby again
came up huge. He swept in for a
lay-up and was fouled. The resulting free throw cut the lead to
one, 67-66. Two more free th rows
by Mourning pushed the lead
back up to three. The 6-10 center
continuously was on the foul line
at the end of the game. He took
26 free throws in all, making 18,
to finish with 38 points.
BC had one last opportunity. It
was fitting that they turned to
their established Mr. Clutch,
Abram, who is celebrated campus-wide for his late game heroics. Following a Huckaby miss,
Abram grabbed the ball. He
dribbled to his left, slipped in
between two Hoya defenders and
launched a three pointer from
approximately the Plex parking
lot to tie the game. Should this
guy just quit school and play
Megaßucks full time or what?
He'd be guaranteed to win the
prize with his magic touch.
Mouring missed a last second
jumper and the game headed to
its first overtime.
BC was down by four late in
the overtime. No problem. They
turned to their superman of the
moment, Huckaby. He hit a
jumper in the lane, then a three to
put the Eagles on top 79-78 with
13 seconds left. The sophomore
guard was in a world of his own
the last fifteen minutes of the
contest. Whenever he shot you
just knew the ball was going in.
Mourning was not too shabby
either, and he knocked in one
free throw, with eight seconds
left, to send the game to a second
overtime.
BC led, in the second extra
period, 85-84, with about 30 seconds left. That's when two notable things happened. First, the

Dancers shine at half
By KAREN ABUCEWICZ
Heights Assistant to the Editor

This time nothing stopped.
The BC Golden Eagle Dance

ream performed a reprise of their
outine to Heavy D's Top 40 song,
'Now That We Found Love" at
lalftime of the BC-Georgetown
basketball game.
When the Golden Eagle dancers original ly displayed this numDer at the December 1 3 BC-Notre
Dame game, a technical difficulty caused the music to stop at

various times throughout the per-

formance.
The dancers, though, knew the
routine well enough to keep on
going. Some members of the
audience did not evenrealize the
music had stopped.
On Saturday night, all technical difficulties were resolved.
"It felt really good being out
there tonight," said co-captain
Sandy Freshman. "Everything
went great. Thank God there
wasn't a problem with the music
Dancing. Page 17

Malcolm Huckaby led the Eagles past the Hoyas with a 34-point performance Saturday night.
Hoya's Irvin Church committed

J.P. PLUNKETT

a huge mistake. He dribble the

ball off his knee, losing it out of
bounds. This allowed the Eagles

to take a three point lead after
two Abram free throws. Secondly,

and perhaps more importantly,
Rocky stepped up for the home

team. During a time-out, the PA

blared the theme song from the

movie.
Georgetown closed within
one, 87-86, on a Moumingdunk.
They fouled Huckaby, who provided some drama by only hitting one free throw. 88-86. It all
came down to Joey Brown. The
little guard had a decent shot to
win the game for the visitors in
the final second. His three pointer
rolled aroundthe rim for approximately five hours before finally
popping out and giving the Eagles
the win.
The crowd rushed the court,
led by the students behind the BC
basket. The ushers initially tried
to stop the rush, but were quickly
overwhelmed. The court was
swarmed by the happy, shouting
mass.

One courageous, or maybe stupid individual followed the
Georgetown players and their
coach, large John Thompson, off
thecourt, reminding them off their
just completed failure. Large John
looked as if he would swing for a
second, but had to walk away
and suck it up.

A monumental victory

team as Georgetown. And Hoya

This was one
that we'll all
take with us.
Because this
was the biggest
oneofthem all.
Even the coach had to admit it.
When addressing the media
following his team's 88-86
double-overtime win over the
Georgetown Hoyas, Eagle head
coach Jim O'Brien had nochoice
but to utter a phrase that most
coaches try not to use.
"Under the circumstances,"
said the man who should never
have to worry about job security
again, "this one was probably the

best."

Not that there have been many,
but this one has to be labeled as
the best of the few. But the word
few will soon be removed as a
modifier for BC basketball wins.
In fact, the replacement may be
spelled out m-a-n-y.
As we speak, the Eagles are a
force to. be seriously reckoned
with in the BIG EAST. Saturday
night's win cannot even be labeled an upset, because the fact
is that BC may be just as good a

coach John Thompson, who
throws around compliments like

he does man hole covers, was
not in total disagreement.
"We'redissapointed, but that's
life in the BIG EAST," said Thompson. "They shoot the ball so
well that they force you to play
man-to-man defense when 90percent of defenses in the country are zone."
That means BC beat the Hoyas
at their own game: defense. With
a system that almost discourages
any form of offenseive excitement, the Hoyas claim their bread
and butter to be defensive prowess. But against the Eagles for the
final 15 minutes (five regulation,
and 10 overtime) of Saturday's
game, the Hoyas' defense seemed
anything but powerful.
It's almost impossible to label
which Eagle shot finally zipped
up Georgetown's chances. Was
it Gerrod Abram's one millionth
buzzer beater that tied the game
at 69 with only five seconds left?
"As many as it's going to take
for us to keep winning," was
Abram'sanswerwhenasked how
Plunkett, Page 18

BC-Harvard
Beanpot previews
see page 20
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Lady Eagles seeking their first Beanpot
By KAREN ABUCEWICZ
Heights Assistant to the Editor
February and college ice
hockey mean only one thing in
Boston: the Beanpot tournament.
As most fans know, inthistournament, the four Boston area
colleges, Boston College, Boston
University, Harvard University
and Northeastern University, face
off to claim bragging rights to
being the best hockey team in the
city.

Women's Hockey
What most fans don't know is
that BC has a good chance of
bringing home two Beanpot trophies this year.
What most fans also don't know
the
is
women's ice hockey teams
of these schools hold their own
annual tournament and the Lady
Eagles are a force to be reckoned
with.
BC headcoach Tom O'Malley
and his squad face the Crimson
of Harvard in the first round Tuesday night at 6:00 pm at Harvard
University's Bright Rink.
Last year, the Lady Eagles won
the consolationround against BU,
7-1. They lost to Northeastern,
the eventual Beanpot winners, 20, in the first round.
O'Malley feels BC has a good

chance to beat Harvard.
"I think this is the first time we

really have a chance at winning
the Beanpot becauseof thedepth
of our team. If we come out and
give it all we got, we can win.
We have been doing that in hard
nosed games all season. We
need to shoot, pass, and play a
strong D(defense). If we can do
that and if Kerry (Teirnan) does
her job in net, we'll be in the
finals next Tuesday night," said
O'Malley.
Harvard (6-5) is one of the best
teams in the Ivy League this season. Their players to watch are
senior Sandra Whyte, senior
Beverly Stickles and freshman
Erin Villiotte.
Whyte, center and co-captain,
was last year's college woman
hockey player of the year. She is
currently also a member of the
national women's ice hockey
team that will travel to Finland.
Stickles, a defenseman and
other co-captain, was a member
of the first team all-Ivy League
team last year.
Villiotte, the team's goaltender,
is straight from Shrewsbury High
School, where she competed on
the all boys team.
Harvard coach John Dooley
feels BC will be tough on Tuesday night.
"Any team you play is tough.
BC has a strong goaltender and
experienced players who participated in national amateur tournaments. Anyone who plays the
game like them would be a danger," said Dooley.
At Harvard University,
women's hockey is a varsity sport.
At BC, it is still a club sport,
which plays both a varsity and
club schedule. Dooley stressed
that he would like to see BC take
its program to a complete varsity

level.

"I would love to see BC go
varsity. There is enough interest
in women's hockey and BC is a
school rich in ice hockey tradition that it would be beneficial to
them. They have the most beautiful rink and facilities in the country at Conte Forum. Also, their
loyal and enthusiastic athletes are
a credit to the school both on and
off the ice. That is just one more
reason to make the women's
hockey program a varsity sport,"

said Dooley.

Northeastern (15-3) is one of

the top three teams in the country

right now.
"They are a powerhouse," said
O'Malley. "They beat us in early
Novemberattheirrink,4-1. They
are a strong, young team and we
would like to meet them in the

finals."

Northeastern has four players
that are currently playing for national teams, three on the US
team and one from Canada.
Sobeck, a sophomore, is the
team's leading scorer with 34
points (13 goals, 21 assists). Another sophomore, Looney, has
28 points (13 goals, 15 assists).
Haman, a freshman and the last
member of the US team, has netted 25 points (13 goals, 12 assists).

Shula, a junior, is the only

member of theCanadian national
team.

She is one of 25 girls

chosen from 55,000 to represent

Canada. Shula has scored 22
points (8 goals, 14 assists) for the
Huskies this season.
In the net for the Huskies this
season, Flatt and DeStephino

have shared the duties, with Flatt

picking up most of the load.
Flatt, a freshman, has carried
the team so far. Flatt has a 14-2
record as well as a 1.93 goals
against average and .93 save percentage.

DeSteph i no, a sophomore, was
hurt early in the year and has
only played in two games for a 11 season.
BU is the little team in this
competition.
"BU is the weakest team. They
are struggling this season. They
lack an offense and their defense
is nottoo strong. Theirgoaltender,
Michelle Resnik, keeps them in
the game," said O'Malley.

The Lady Eagles are excited about their chances in this year's Beanpot

tournament.

"Harvard and Northeastern are

not going to win easily. We are
going to be a thorn in their sides

thisyear. Ifweplaytightandshut
them down, we can win the
Beanpot this year," said
O'Malley.

The Lady Eagles beat RPI
yesterday in a Beanpot tuneup,
3-0.
*

Heights
Sports
meetings are
Mondays at
3:00 in
McElroyll3.
**********

If BC wins

Beanpot
opener, vital
meeting for
special
issue, at
3:00
Tuesday.
\u25a0

BC BASKETBALL vs. ST. JOHNS
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 5,1992

7:00 PM
ESPN NATIONAL TELEVISION
-

USAir
Presents the
"DASH FOR CONTE CASH"
Five Lucky Student Fans Will Be Chosen To
Compete On The Floor At Halftime and
"Dash for Conte Cash"
The One Who Collects the Most "Cash" Wins
Two Roundtrip USAir Tickets !!!
All Students Must Register to Win By 6:45PM at
Conte Forum Sign Up Tables on Wednesday, 2/5
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Golden Eagles to
continue dancing
Dancing, from Page 1 5
tonight."

The dancers' performance was
flawless. Their motions were
sharp, clean and uniform. The
smileswerebigandbright. There
was bounce in every step.

Dressed in high-collared
sleeveless maroon leotards with
a v-shaped skirt trimmed in gold,
the Golden Eagle dancers were
as bright as their smiles.
The Golden Eagle's performanceSaturday relies on thegirls'

treasurer Mary Beth Rutter are
responsible for running practices
and choreographing the dance
routines. For the past two years
dancers have had to either pay
for their own costumes or work in
the concession stands to raise
money. It was not until this year
that the dancers received any
funding from the BC Athletic Association.

"We

had to establish credibil-

ity. We were performing on a
trial basis. BC Athletics was waiting for the audience's response
to the Golden Eagle Dancers. But
they were pleased with what they
saw because we were bringing
people into the games," said

synchronization. The girls split
the team into three groups and
starting from theright each group
is a few counts behind to provide
a wave effect. All the motions
and steps are identical.
Sullivan.
The wave was effective and
The Golden Eagles have two
the result of lots of practice. Al- performances left in their 1991though, practice ti me on the floor 1992 season.
was limited: the Golden Eagles
On Wednesday, the girls do a
had a mandatory practice from reprise of the number they per11 pm Friday until 1 am Saturday. formed at thefootba 11 pep rally in
"We didn't get a chance to September. The girls will dance
mark the number out on the floor to Paula Abdul's song
until after Friday night's hockey "Vibeology" at halftime of the
game. But then we had to wait BC-St. John's game.
until the floor was laid down.
The Golden Eagles' final perWe were promised that it would formance will be at the BC-Mibe done by 11 pm and the guys ami game on February 22. The
really worked hard to get in done girls will dance to a new number
on time. We really appreciated
at this game but are only saying it
that," said Freshman, who is acwill be a combination of two
tually a junior.
songs.
When the dancers can't use
"We want people to come out
the floor, they can be found prac- and see how we plan on ending
ticing in the North lobby of Conte ourseason. Itwill givethedance
Forum.
an element of surprise," said
"We practice two hours on Creutz.
Monday, two hours on WednesThe Golden Eagles are trying
day and four hours on Sunday, to extend theirperformancesoutduring the semester to prepare sidethe realm of Conte Forum. In
for our performances. A couple the planning stages are possible
days before the show, we get performances at the Middle
together with the sound techniMarch Ball and the Festival of
cians to set the volume and the Friendship this spring. It is also
bass. Practices go really well likely that they will perform duronce we get a chance to use the ing selected halftimes next footfloor," said Rachel Creutz, a ball season.
Golden Eagle officer.
Creutz and Freshman, along (HEATHER SHERR contributed
with captain Sheila Sullivan and to this report.)

Time to celebrate

Eagle fans go wild after Saturday's big win

over Georgetown.

The Golde Eagle Dancers performed at halftime of Saturday's basketball game versus GU.

Kent State surprsises BC
with a Flash at Kelley Rink
By CHRISTOPHER COLLINS
Heights Staff Writer

on the ice and the other team wiII
go to sleep," said an angry

Ceglarski. "We just didn't play
Okay, losing at home is one
thing. The Boston College student body now accepts the fact
that, unlike last year, the men's
hockey team is not unbeatable at
home. This is understood, and,
painful as it may be, accepted.
But losing to the Golden Flashes
of (8-12-2) Kent State? In Conte
Forum? Never.
Simply put, BC should have
beaten Kent State. With the
Beanpot only three nights away,
the team could have, and should
have, used Friday's game as a
spring board to tonight's game
against Harvard. The Golden

Flashes were

a

good

team,

but

not a great team (and certainly
not as good as, say, BU), and a
decent effort would have been
enough to beat them. However,
BC didn't submit a decent effort,
and "could haves" and "should
haves" don't win games. None of
this was lost on coach Len
Ceglarski.
"I guess they [the team] have
the impression they can just step

hard."

Things immediately started off
poorly for the Eagles, as the first
period was, in Ceglarski's opinion, "the worst period of hockey
we've played all year." BC
goaltender Scott LaGrand was
pressured right from the opening
faceoff, and the Eagles seemed
unable to control the puck. Only
a minute and a half into the game,
Kent State found the mark, as
winger Steve McLean tipped in
the rebound of LaneGunderson's
shot. Kent State had a 1-0 lead,
and everyone in the building
could see that things were not as
they should be.
Oh sure, the Eagles would tie
things up in the second period,
on Ron Pascucci's nifty wristshot
from just inside the left faceoff
circle, but that doesn't mean that
there was any real return to normalcy.
In one of the most bizarre periods in recent memory, referee
Bob ("That's all") Fowkes became
the most important individual on

the ice, calling a whoppingl2
penalties. With the penalty box
constantly occupied, most of the
period was played in a number of
strange combinations: either 3
on 3,4 on 3, or son 3. Only with
the two man advantage was BC
able to produce anything; David
Franzosa (a goal and two assists
on the night) and Marc Beran
both scored power-play goals to
match Kent State's second period
output, making it 3-3 at the end of

periods.
It didn't take long for BC to

two

again give up a goal, when eight
minutes into the final period Flash
Kevin McPherson netted the game
winner. For the rest of the game
the only thing BC did effectively
was commit penalties, as Fowkes
continued to blow the whistle.
There were a fewgolden flashes
of quality play in the period (particularly by Micheal Spalla, who
had the chance to be the hero
when he missed a shorthanded
breakaway in the final minute),
but any shot the Eagles took was
masterfully handled by Kent State
goalie Scott Shaw, who finished
with 32 saves.

The Eagles played a rough game with the Golden Flashes of Kent State Friday at Kelley Rink.

|
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With mix of talent
and pride, Eagles
finally beat Hoyas
Plunkett, from Page 15
many more miracle shots he had
left.
Or was it one of Malcolm
Huckaby's three three-pointers
that killed the opposition?
Or was it the unexpected power
provided by freshmen Marc
Molinsky and Kevin Hrobowski
("Where the hell has thatkid been
all year" -O'Brien), who were
both on the court for the entire 15
minutes of glitz and glamour.
Opinions vary.
Thompson: "Abram's shot was
like an arrow going through our
heart. There was nothing more
we could do to defend him."
O'Brien: "If I had to single one
guy out it would probably have
to be Huckaby...he didn't come
out but he's such a tremendous
athlete. I don't feel a need to sub
him out."
Good. Because this vote goes
to Huckaby also.
This is a kid who is playing out
of position, yet still finds a way to
dominate. At 6-foot-4 he has been
playing small forward against
many larger opponents. But that
has not stopped him from playing every single minute of BC's
last five games, save sixty seconds.
And it has not stopped him
from playing complete basketball. Versus the Hoyas he led the
Eagles with 34 points. He also
managed six defensive boards.

He could be one of the best bothway sophomores, if not players,
in the BIG EAST.
"It's good to beat Georgetown.
But its only one game. We have
to keep showing people we're for
real," said the BIG EAST'S coplayer of the week who estimated that he could have easily
gone another 50 minutes.
This win was no doubt all about
the players. It was great to see
smiles on their faces. Especially
on Corey Jackson'sface. Because
Jackson, a senior, has never been
part of a win against the Hoyas.
"I made it a goal for myself to
beat Georgetown, and it means a
lot to me," said Jackson who
pulled down four rebounds as
BC'sstartingtwo-man."ljustwish
it didn't have to keep coming
down to last second shots, but we
played a great game."
The fans also played a great
game. The crowd of 8,606 was
vocal from start to finish. And
when the theme from Rocky
blasted from the Forum speakers
while acheerleader waved a huge
maroon and gold flag, a sense of
pride returned to BC basketball
that has been missing for some
time.
Perhaps it's that pride that will
help carry this talented team a
long, long way.
J.P..PLUNKETT, A&S '93, is
The Heights Sports Editor.

Eagle Corey Jackson rejects Hoya Robert Churchwell during Saturday's BC victory.

Huckaby needs no rest
By PETER KENNY
Heights Staff Writer
GIVE THAT MAN A BREAK
Boston College sophomore
guard Malcolm Huckaby played
the enti re fifty m i nutes ofthe game
Saturday night. The iron man
scored a career high 34 points
and pulled down six rebounds.
BC head coach Jim O'Brien
claimed he wasn't worried about
Huckaby's stamina saying, "I
don't worry about Malcolm doing that because he's so physically strong and such a great ath-

Boston College slayed two losing streaks with their victory. The
win resulted in their first back-toback victories at home for the
first time since 1988-89. Also, it
was the first Boston College victory against Georgetown since
Jan. 16,1988. In that game Eagle
Dana Barros hit a jumper with
one second left to propel the
Eagles.
THOMPSON TALK
GU head coach John Thompson was gracious in defeat. He

spoke glowingly of all the Eagle
players and was happy O'Brien.
He said, The good part about it
is that jim is coming out on the
winning side. I think he's deserving of it, but I justdon'tthink he's
deserving of it with me."
"

BACK IN THE NATIONALSPOTLIGHT

The Eagles play St. Johns at
home at 7 p.m. Wednesday night.
The game will be televised nationally on ESPN. Tickets are still
on sale.

lete."

(

BC statistics
Howard Eisley...2 pts, 1 reb., 5 assis.
Malcolm Huckaby...34-6-2
16-15-1
Billy Curley
0-4-0
Corey Jackson
Gerrod Abram
10-1-4
David Hinton
2-0-0
Marc Molinsky.
12-3-0
Kevin HrobowskL... 12-3-0
Field goals: 48-percent (30-63)
Three-pointers: 67-percent (8-12)
Free throws: 65-percent (20-31)
Technical fouls: None
Attendance: 8,606

V

\

Eagle Notes

J

FABULOUS FRESHMAN
Freshman Kevin Hrobowski
and Marc Molinsky played integral parts in the BC victory. They
combined for 24 points and hit a
number of clutch shots down the
stretch. O'Brien was highly complimentary of both afterwards,
especially Hrobowski's defense
and Molinsky's three point shooting.

THE BRICK LAYIN' HOYAS
Georgetown is notorious for its
poor outside shooting and
Saturday's game was no exception. The Hoyas shot only 40percent for the game, including a
miserable 29-percent from the

field.
STREAKS FALLING ALL OVER
THE PLACE

Billy Curley faced

a

tough opponent in Hoya Alonzo Mourning.
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BC falls to UConn in final dual
Lady Eagles still
struggling on road meet; eye BIG EAST tourney
By BRIAN WALSH
Heights Staff Writer

By PAUL CANALORI
Heights Staff Writer
The Eagles have had a rough

The final duel meet of the season for the Boston College swimming team ended on a sour note
Wednesday, as both the men's
and women's teams fell to the
University of Connecticut in the
final tune-up before the New
England and IG EASTChampion-

Eagles Notes
$o of it lately, losing on the road
:o BIG EAST rivals Seton Hall and

Connecticut. Against Seton Hall
3C managed only 52 points (on
28% shooting), with Sarah Behn
and Kerry Curran combining for
%b. The Eagles wound up losing
Dy

24.

Against UConn, BC put up a

nuch better fight, losing by only
sixatGampel Pavilion. Behn led
our Eagle scorers in double fig-

jres with
21 points. Marissa
Viezzanotte, whoof late has been
he Eagles starting center, pulled

Jown 11 rebounds to lead the
earn. Wendy Davis scorched
3C for 29 points, leading UConn
o its 72-66 win.

(

Swimming

LSophomore Kerry Curran
Despite the setbacks, BC head
coach Margo Plotzke is more
than pleased with her team.
"Our morale is wonderful.
Numbers can't describe our intensity level, which right now is
incredible. And it's a credit to
their pride the way they play every minute of every game. One
thing this team will never do is
quit," she said.
BC's overall record now stands
at 4-14 (2-7 in the BIG EAST).

\

ships.
The women's team, which suffered its first loss in the New
England Intercollegiate Swimand
ming
Diving
Association(NElSDA) this year,
started off the meet strong by
winning the first three events.
Two of the victories belonged to
sophomore Heather Bickle in the
1000yd and 200 yd Freestyle. This
allowed the Eagles an early 4015 lead, which was short lived.

The Huskies battled back taking
three out of the next four events,
including the 50 Freestyle, where
only junior Glynis Anderson's
second place prevented a Connecticut sweep of the top five
spots.

After eight events BC had seen

their early lead dwindle to 7674. Then the Huskies took first

and second in the 200yd Breaststroke, and the Eagles fou nd themselves behind by thirteen. Boston
College retaliated, however, behind back-to-back wins by Bickle
in the 500yd Freestyle and freshman Cindy Vink in the 100yd
Butterfly.
It was then junior Beverly
Lazarski's turn to come up with a
big win, as she won the 200
Individual Medley while teammates sophomore Melissa
Hambly took third and senior
RoseMarie DeLeo placed fourth.
This set the stage for the final
event with the Eagles clinging to
a three point lead. BC's final relay team, comprised of Bickle,
sophomore Kristen Downey,
Lazarski, and Anderson, took a
disappointing second with a time
of 1:41.65, resulting in a heart
breaking two point defeat for the
Eagles.
The men's team also experienced tight competition in the
early part of their meet, as the first
six events were decided by one
second or less. After losing the
ten
opening
relay
by
seof
a
second,
one-hundreths
nior Maarten Kraaijvanger captured BC's first win of the night
with a time of 9:39.47 in the
1000Freestyle. Thereafter the
Eagles and Huskies battled back
and forth and were tied after four
events, courtesyoffreshman Will
Powley's first place finish in the

100yd

Backstroke. This was as

close as the Eagles would

get

during the meet, as Connecticut
ran away with a 105-195 victory.
Head coach Tom Groden said
of his teams performance, "The
men swam well, but the women
should have won. Connecticut is
a strong team with excellent diving, which will force us to have a
near perfect day swimming when
we see them again at New
Englands."
The Lady Eagles, who will host
the New England Championships
February 7-9 at the plex, seem
undaunted by the loss to Connecticut. Asked about the upcoming meet, senior Linda
Peterson said, "Everyone is looking good in practice, and having
a week to prepare is a big advantage from past years when we
had to swim at the Big East Championship before the New

Englands."
The opportunity for the Eagles'
four senior captains, Peterson,
SuzanneMarion, KerrieKeer, and
DeLeo, to finish successful careers by winning the New England Championships in their final home meet couldn't be more
perfect.
While the Eagles have an excel lent chance to win next week's
three day affair, coach Groden
knows his team will face stiff
competition, especially from
Connecticut and Providence.

BC still struggling as they drop
match to cross-town rival MIT
By ED McLAUGLIN
Heights Staff Writer

also placed fourth in the 158 lb
weight class. Jim Gallagher again
showed his explosiveness, placing second in the 118 lb weight

The Eagles suffered another class.
setback this week against
Buttry retained his optimistic

Record jump: Eagle Bret Harris set a new BC record with a long
jump of 24 feet and four and three quarter inches Saturday at the
heights photo/jvan santucci
Terrier Classic at BU.

LOOKING FOR A MANSION TO
LIVE AND WORK IN NEXT
SEMESTER?

Beantown rivals MIT. After an
impressive sixth place finish at
the Catholic Nationals, BC returned to the Heights on Wednesday. The home team wrestled
competetively, losingatough231 7 decision.

Wrestling
Scheduled as a tri-meet,
UMass-Boston backed out of of

the

contest because of the late
start. The BC grapplers never got
on track throughout the match. A

lack of intensity added to many
missed opportunities combined
O'Connell and Murray House
Manager Applications

Available in ODSD McElroy 233
Due February 10, 1992
15

Hours/Week responsibilities
5 positions in O'Connell
House
2 positions in Murray House

to

drive the Eagles to three games

under .500(1-4-1).
Earlier in the week, BC traveled out to the University of Dayton for the Catholic Nationals.
The Eagles placed sixth overall,

with three wrestlers placing. Mike
Dullay placed fourth in the 142
lb weight class. Dennis Flavin

outlookafterreturningfrom Dayton. 'Tthoughtwe wrestled well,"
commented Buttry. He added,
"We had troubles against the big
time schools like Notre Dame
and Marquette."
One of the bright spots for the
Eagles came in the 126 lb
matchup. This match featured the
varsity debut of freshman
Domingo Cumpian. As injuries
continue to hinder BC, Cumpian
returned from a season long knee
injury.
With expectations riding high,
Cumpian lived up to his billing. A
former state champion, Cumpian
won his match by pinfall in the
last second. Buttry praised his
126 pounder after the match. "It
was big to get Domingo in the
line up," said Buttry.
Dullay also impressed against
MIT. He won in the 142 lb match.
Mike Cammara completed the
BC stand outs. Cammara, who
has demolished all of his competition so far his season, ran into a

brick wall. He took on a fifth year
senior in the 150 lb match and
lost in the end.
Buttry praised his top gun after
the meet.
"Therewasn'tmuchmoreMike
could have done," he said. "He
wrestled the best for our team
today, but unfortunately, he ran
up against the best on their team."
Buttry seemed less than enthusiastic after his team's showing against MIT. He stressed fundamentals. "We're losing on the
simple things," said the coach.
"We have to try for more intensity throughout the match."
Buttry also
way his team

does not like the
has passed up op-

portunities.
"We can't keep bypassing opportunities toscore," he said. "We
have a chance to score but we
pass up opportunities down the
stretch," Buttry said.
The Eagles again lost in the
upper weight classes for the third
match in a row.
If the Eagles find more intensity for the stretch run, they could
finish the season with a respect-

able record.

The Eagle grapplers next take
to thr mats Friday at Harvard.

FREE ROOM AND BOARD

"he Eagles lost their match with MIT

at Power Gym

after placing sixth in the Catholic Nationals.
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Page Six: Beanpot Preview
GEORGE
HARALAMBOUS

Eagles primed
for yet another
Beanpotrun

'Pot is a
lot of fun
for all
I
l-How

By J.P. PLUNKETT
Heights Sports Editor
Everybody wants to win the
Beanpot for someone else.
Boston College captain Joe
Clearysays he and his teammates
will strive to win the coveted 'Pot
for their retiring coach, Len
Ceglarski. Meanwhile, Ceglarski
says that he would like to bring
home the'Pot in honor of former

im-

|portantisthe
|

Beanpot?

Listen to how
Boston College captain
)oe Cleary
who like the rest of
the Eagles has never won a
Beanpot title reacted when he
found out that a knee injury will
keep him out of this year's tour-

Eagle athletic director William

?

?

nament.
"It felt like my best friend just

died," Cleary, the senior
defenseman from Marlboro,

Mass., said at the Beanpot Luncheon last Thursday afternoon.
"It's one of the main reasons I
chose to go to col lege in Boston."
It's one of the main reasons I
chose to go to college in Boston.
Some people actually plan their
academic livesaroundthisthing.
Wow. I'm on their side.
You can have a year's worth
of championship events in Minand that's really saying
nesota
something.
All I ask for is the Beanpot.
If you've actually attended this
University for a year or more and
you still aren't familiar with this
annual two-weekorgy of Bostonarea college hockey, it's time to
take out a small loan and purchase a clue.
The first and second Mondays
of each February since 1958 (the
tournament took place in December at old Boston Arena from
1952-57), the Boston Garden is
reserved" for Boston University,
Harvard, Northeastern and your
very own BC.
To say that the Eagles haven't
done well at the Beanpot, particularly under the 20-year reign
of head coach Len Ceglarski,
?

would be

an

absurd understate-

ment. BC has claimed only 10
Beanpots, a mere two in
Ceglarski's years at the Heights.
The 40th version of this New
England classic begins tonight
when BU and NU meet at 6 pm.
BC takes on Harvard at 9 pm. The
Eagles will be hard pressed to get
by the Crimson, who currently
reside atop the ECAC standings.
Ceglarski himself was emotional about his final coaching
appearanceat the Beanpot. That
was to be expected. What came
as a surprise was that Ceglarski
was also apologetic, specifically
about his lack of success at the
'Pot. The Eagles' coach addressed
former BC athletic director Bill
Flynn, who hired him in 1972.
"I know how much the Beanpot
means, not only to BC but to the
other schools as well. This is a
good time for me to apologize to
Bill. I just wish, as I leave here
now, that we could have won the
Beanpot more, just for you."
Ceglarski may not win his final
Beanpot. But he, like the rest of
us who have been lucky enough
to be around the event, will cherish the first two Mondays in February.
George Haralambous, A&S '92, is a

Heights columnist.

Scott LaGrand and and the rest of the Eagles will have to
improve on their performance versus Kent St. for a Beanpot to
hbghtsphoto/jengannon
come their way.

Eagles to face ECAC
leading Crimson in
tonight's late game
By CHRISTOPHER COLLINS
Heights Staff Writer
Addressing the media gathered
at last Thursday's Beanpot Luncheon, Harvard head coach Ronn

Tomassoni could do nothing but
draw favorable comparisons between his Crimson squad and the
Boston College Eagles, who will
meet in the second game of
tonight's Beanpot semifinals.
"I have a great deal of respect
for their program," said the second-year head coach. "I think
they're somewhat similar to what
we are: they're young, and we're
primarily a freshman and sophomore team; and I think they're
very strong in goal with Scott

LaGrand, and of course we feel
we are very strong in net with our

goaltenders [seniors Chuckie
Hughes and Allain Roy]. I think it
should make for a very interesting match-up."
What Tomassoni fai led to mention, however, was the one area
where the two teams were shock-

ingly dissimilar: the won-loss
records. While BC's young, inex-

perienced and offensively
punchless team has staggered to
a disappointing 9-12-3 record,
Harvard entered the weekend
with a surprising 8-3-3 mark, good
for first place in the ECAC. Al-

though many of the components

of these two teams are similar,
the results certainly are not.
Tomassoni began the season
in a situation largely analogous
to that of BC's Len Ceglarski.
While the Eagles had to find replacementsforthedeparted HEM
line (high-scoringforwards Steve
Heinze, David Emma, and Marty
Mclnnis, not to mention Bill
Guerin), Harvard was faced with
a similar problem: finding some
bodies to fill the shoes of the
graduated first line of Peter
Ciavaglia, Ted Donato and Mike
Vukonich, who combine to score
174 points last year. To add to the
team's problems, their fourth

leading scorer last year, Ted
Drury, left to play with Team
USA. Both coaches were forced
to play a number of freshman.
The subsequent results? While
BC's freshman have contributed
only marginal point-production
(forward Ryan Haggerty has made
the only real impact with eight
goals), Harvard's frosh have lead
the way for the Crimson, tallying
a combined 56 points. Freshmen
Steve Martins and Brad Konik

lead the team in points (17) and
goals (9), respectively.
Defensively, the two schools
again share much in common.
Both teams are lead by senior
captain defensemen (Joe Cleary
and Harvard's Kevin Sneddon)
with a number of younger players supplying blue line depth.
The Crimson's core of sophomore defensemen Lou Body,
Derek Maguire, and Sean
McCann have been excellent all
year, limiting their opponents to
only 22 shots on net per game.
Maguire has also contributed offensively, with 13 points.
And the comparisons continue,
this time between the strength of
the goaltenders. The contrast,
however, is in the numbers;

Flynn, whom he apologized to
for BC's struggles in the tournament over the past 20 years.
"I know what the Beanpot
means to BC. I just wish I could
have won more Beanpots for
you," Ceglarski said to Flynn at
Thursday's Beanpot luncheon,
an event

held annually

at

the

Boston Garden..
Whatever the case may be, the
most underlying fact of all is that
when the Eagles takes the ice at 9
p.m. tonight to face-off against
the Crimson of Harvard, they will
do so with the thought in mind
that no Ceglarski-coached squad
has won a Beanpot since 1983.
Despite all the great NCAA and
HOCKEY EAST success the Eagles
have enjoyed since that time,
February Mondays have always

seemed to get them down.
Since Bob Sweeney guided his
club past Northeastern to capture the 1983 Beanpot, no Eagle
team has hoisted the silver pot of
beans following a Boston Garden victory. In fact, prior to that
win, it had been since 1976 when
BC last won the tournament. For
this, Beanpot slump Ceglarski

blames himself.

"I wish we could say we've
had success but we can't. Could
we blame me? Who else is there?"
Ceglarski openly wondered atthe
luncheon.
The reason most often given
for BC's lack of success in the
Beanpot is that their European
style of play conflicts with the
bump-and-grind method that is
more suitable for the cozy arena
at North Station. But this year,

after seeing all of their prolific
scorers leavefor the Olympics or
NH L, the Eagles havebeen forced
to adapt to that gutsy, rough style
of play. When away from the
wide-open Kelley Rink, the Eagles
have gone 5-4-1 in smaller rinks
more suitable to their physical
style. When at home at Kelley
Rink, where they were once invincible, the Eagles are only 4-82.
"In past years the

Garden has

been to our disadvantage, but
this year it will be to our advantage," said Eagle alternate captain David Franzosa. "This year
we rely on Scotty (LaGrand) and
forechecking, so it should be in
our favor."
One Eagle who should see his
importance tothe team double at
the very least, is alternate captain
Jason Rathbone, who is known
as a bruiser more than as a finesse
player. He said he finds the tightness of the Garden's rink appealing.
"I'm playing on a line with a
kid who is 6-5 in Brett Stickney.
We're set to do some damage,"
said Rathbone. "Hopefully I'll set
the tone for the rest of the team."
There is no doubt that a defensive game plan is a must if the
Eagles are to beat the ECAC leading Crimson. And that plan must
be orchestrated by LaGrand, who
has put together a 3.64 goals
against average while starting all
but five of BC's games this season. He says he is ready to backbone the Eagles in their Beanpot
quest, after watching the HEMLine lead the way for two years.
"In past years all we did was
skate and score. But this year
we're more of a mucking team,
and that'll be more to our advantage," said LaGrand.
The Eagles are not an all-together defensively minded team.
On offense, theyfeature HOCKEY
EAST leading scorer Franzosa
who has 23 conference points
(35 overall). Behind him is junior
Marc Beran who has 21 points
(31 overall) in the conference.

Harvard has two fine goalies, yet

BC must rely entirely on Scott
LaGrand. Tomassoni feels that
his duo of Hughes and Roy may
be as good, if not better, than
LaGrand. Those two have a combined 2.66 goals-against-average,

and

may be playing their best net

since 1989, when the two lead
Harvard to a national championship. "The key to this tournament," said Tomasoni, "is the
goaltenders."
Oh yeah, Harvard and BC have
one more thing in common: the
speeches made by their captains.
Both Cleary and Sneddon
wrapped up their comments at
the Luncheon with that hackneyed cliche "May the best team
win." Unfortunately for Eagle
fans, if judged in terms of wins,
that team is Harvard.

BC vs. Harvard; 9 p.m. at
the Boston Garden; NESN

Beanpot mentors:: BC's Len Ceglarski and Harvard's Ron
heights photos/bob hynes
Tomassoni at Thursday's luncheon.
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by Ivan Santucci

PHOTO OF THE WEEK

Ivan Santucci captures workers repairing
the water main break at Cleveland Circle.
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BC freshmen feel forgotten on Lasell
continued from page

1

formed them just days before
coming to BC that they would be

.

dents' responsibility to decide
upon a fair solution,
"They told us we have to make
do this and
petitions and letters
do that. I have an academic life to
take care of. [Housing] should be
taking care of us," McClelland
resident Jenn Minish said.
"We wanted [Housing] to
come up with something and let
us choose from that," because,
"we don't know what they could
give us," Tinio said.
Capalbo, however, feels that
he gave the students the opportunity to make their own choice. "I
want them to express to me what
they wanted. They should have
some say," Capalbo said.
?

Many McClel landresidents are
still bitter about the way the Of-

fice of

University Housing in-

living 15 minutes awayfrom Main
campus. Students claim that the
late notification made it impossible to try to get back into other
schools which had accepted

them.
The Office of Un i versity Housing notified the freshmen that
since they were the last ones to
send in their deposit, they were
the ones to be placed at Lasell. As
a result, the students felt that they
were blamed for their situation.
"I do think that if we had time,"
Capalbo said, "it would have
worked exceedingly well. Given
thefact that we confronted it late,
it worked out as well as expected? Yes, I would say it
worked out well."
Many of the freshmen have
feltjgnorpH bv the administra-

*EXTRA INCOME '92*

Earn $200-$5OO weekly
mailing 1992 travel
brochures. For more
information, send a self
addressed stamped
envelope:
ATW Travel
P.O. Box 430780
Miami, FL 33143
J

tion, complaining that Capalbo
had only visited them once in
September and their phone numbers have not been included in
information directories, including The Source.
"They've totally forgotten
about us out here," Minish said.
"They want this illusion that everything is wonderful here
That's ridiculous," McClelland
resident Beth Clarke said.
Students are annoyed by the
rules enforced by the surrounding residential area. "We have to
deal with rules no one else has,"
Clarke said." We can't be outside
passed 10 o'clock." Surrounding
residents demand that no student
is outside making noise or playing hockey passed 10:00 pm.
Also, "If you can hear the radio
outside your room, you get written up," Sarah Allard said.
Capalbo, however, stressed
that the goal of the Office of
?

University Housing is to "give as
much support as possible for their
freshman year, and I think we've
done that." Out of the original 77
McClelland residents, only one
has transferred and three have
moved off-campus for the spring
semester.

The students are visited frequently by assistant housing Director Heather Turner and BC
Jesuit Fr. Neenan. Also, Capalbo
said that a number of programs
were heldfortheMcClelland residents at the beginning of the
school year, and that effective
efforts were taken to solve the
problem of unreliable buses.
"The buses are better [than in
September] and the drivers are
very cooperative," Clarke con-

firmed
In addition, the Office of University Housing will hold a special lottery session for McClelland
residents which will show them
how

to use the system to their
advantage.
best
Despite the lingering anger,

Boston College

Baptist Campus
Ministries
Bible Study & dis-

\u25a0

meets

Wednesday, 12:00

students and staff
You're invited!

with their situation.
"Everybody likes each other?
There's no problems in this
dorm," Minish said. "Everyone in
our dorm is bonded."
"I'm here because I like BC. I
have to learn to live with [living
at McClellandl because there is
nothing I can do about it,"
Villafranca said.
Many

students

give

credit

to

their RA's for helping them cope
with their isolation. "They're so
uplifting and reassuring," Minish,
Clarke and others emphasized.
Many McClelland residents
indicated that they are contentto
be at BC as they stressed that they
want to be referred to as BC students and dislike being called the
"Lasell students."
"When we came here," Minish
said, "we came to BC. Don't refer
to [our dorm] as Lasell junior
college. We're McClelland
Hall?a part of BC."

Cupids Express presents

cussion group

noon in McGuinn
118
open to all BC

most McClelland residents are
happier than they were in September and have accepted to live

sth annual Valentine's Day
Rose Blow-out
One dozen roses boxed, wrapped,

and delivered? sl6.9s
Order Early and Save $$$

**Seniors**

I

the Senior Week Committee Presents:

I

the fundraiser to support a great Senior Week

1
I

Be there: February 17, 1992
At: Venus de Milo & Bill's

I

%IJ *lj

I?/

*

*

unu l graduation

Tickets go on Sale at McElroy Booth:
$10 per ticket

February 5 thru the 14th
(Buy

a raffle ticket when you buy your ticket to 92 days and you

could win your Senior Week lottery package free!! $1 per chance)

remember: Valid I.D. required and bring your BCID, tickets
are limited so buy your ticket early!
The Buses depart at 7:30 and are MANDATORY

I

I

I

I
I
I

I
I
I
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"If I don't know what's cool,
will you still call me a
loser?"
?Ned's Atomic Dustbin
Music, page 24

Letterman, page 26

ART OF MUSIC VIDEO: TEN YEARS AFTER WARHOL:
FIVE PART FILM TRACES HISTORY OF MUSIC VIDEO
By MATT HENDRICKSON
Heights Review Editor

"Video killed the radio star."
Come on, you've seen it. This video
with its
cheesy
technodweeb
performers
ushered in a

the present.
Video: Ten Years
After takes as its point of departure
the 10-year anniversary of MTV's
inception. MTV must be acknowlArt

ofMusic

recognized category of creative
expression. But the documentary
focuses on other visions of video art
that were not on MTV, which gives
the series a broader historical base.
The vision
gains focus
through five
strongly

nected
programs of
which I was

quote, Andy Warhol offered his
social commentary for the world to

able

hear. Eccentric, brilliant, addict, few
cans short of six-pack, call him
what you will, there is no denying
that Warhol is one of the most
important and influential modern
artists. Now through March 8, a
selection of Warhol's works along
with works from Dutch artist Joseph
Beuys will be on display at the
Museum of Fine Arts in Boston.
"Pop Art" is the phrase most
often used to describe Warhol's
work. In the words of fellow artist
Ray Lichenstein, Pop Art was "an
involvement with the most brazen
and threatening characteristics of

to

screen the

1, 1981 with

first two.

this video,
and has
played a
large part in
shaping our
social and
ideological
values ever

The first
starts with
work that
made MTV
possible.
These clips
such as
"Telegram
Sam," by
Bauhaus
*

since. Starting
Feb. 6, a 5part docu-

ALL DAY, ALL NIGHT ALL MUSIC TELEVISION
edged as the economic and cultural
the Museum of Fine Arts traces the
art of music video from pre-MTV to
context for music video as a
mentary at

By MATT HENDRICKSON
Heights Review Editor

"Everyone in their life will be
famous for 15 minutes." With that

intercon-

new era in
music. MTV
went on the
air On August

THE ARTIST
AND HIS
SOUP CANS

and "Bovs

Keep Swinging," by David Bowie
CONTINUED ON PAGE 25

CONTINUED ON PAGE 25

UNTIL THE END OF THE WORLD
HIT AND MISS FOR
him. The second
sci-fi
Sydow, inspired by his
seeing again transcend
By KEVIN G. DURR
Heights Staff Writer

UNTIL THE END OF THE WORLD:

Afilm directed by Wim Wenders.

Starring Solvieg
Dommartin, William
Hurt,Max Von Sydow,
Jeanne Moreau, and
Sam Neill. Screened
at Copley Place.

Until the End of
the World must be
considered a
disappointment,
because of the
talents and reputation of director
Wim Wenders. It is
a minor disappointment, considering
that it is an enter-

trace
story set in

part is a

the laboratories of Max
Von Sydow, Hurt's father.
Although the road movie portion
enjoyable
is
and amusing, it is very
light, and is the lesser half of a film

Max Von

blind wife, has invented a camera
that will take pictures that blind
people can see. This is a fascinating
idea, and the moments when this
old woman is seeing for the first

woman
the
future setting, and become univer-

sal.
Later in the film it is discovered
that the camera can also record
dreams, and a person can actually
watch the visions

that fill the head at
night. This is also a
fascinating idea,
and deserves the
chance to be
developed, but
since it is the

ninety-seventh new
idea in the film, it is
almost lost, and
since it comes so

far into a very long
film, it does not
have the time to be
fully developed.
What is here of it
taining, engrossing,
seems unfulfilled.
and at times
The characters soon
fascinating film.
become obsessed
But it is also a
and addicted to
major disappointwatching their own
dreams, and are lost
ment, considering
the abilities of the
in the worlds of
man behind it all.
their own minds.
The major
This notion of
problem with the
Wender's seems
very intriguing, but
film is the fact that
why are the many
Wenders does not
iOLVEIG DOMMARTIN AND WILLIAM HURT IN A SCENE FROM UNTIL THE END OF THE WORLD
entirely
seem
sure
dream visions that
of what movie he wants to make.
are shown such common things,
that is nearly three hours long.
time since she was eight are the
Certainly there are two films here,
Wenders certainly would have been most moving in the film. These
like a person running on the beach,
the first being a romping road
better to shorten this portion of it,
scenes generate tremendous
or someone standing before a
or have it be a different film, or
movie, a sort of worldwide detecemotion, something not achieved in house? It would seem that the idea
completely.
tive-chase story. This part is about
even cut it out
It is the
of everyone being driven insane
the first two hours of the film. The
Claire (Solveig Dommartin) followwould be completely plausible if
second part of the film that is by far first half of the film is so definitely
ing William Hurt around the globe
the most interesting, and at times
futuristic that it seems completely
the dream sequences were more
in the year 1999, using all sorts of
foreign, but the excitement and
almost flirts with brilliance, but
like normal dreams, some common
far-flung-future type gadgets to
finishes with only a near miss.
tears coinciding with a blind
CONTINUED ON PAGE 25
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DEBUT; DIED PRETTY IS D.O.A.
LIVES STRONG
funny
all played manually.
***lAve/MENTAL JEWELRY

(radioactive)
How do you categorize a band
who is mellow and acoustic one

minute, raucous and wailing the
often in the same song?
next,
What about a lead singer who
sounds like a cross between Tracy
Chapman and Micheal Stipe? OK,
Live's sound can be described best
as socially conscious, folksy, driving
rock with undercurrents of blues
and country. Seems a bit much, but
most of the time it really works.
Live's new album, Mental
Jewelry, opens strongly with the
urgent "Pain Lies on the Riverside."
The catchy, MTV-broadcasted
"Operation Spirit (The Tyranny of
Tradition)" follows. Just when you
write Live off as just another fast
generic rock band with a conscience, they surprise you with "The
Beauty of Gray," a slower REMesque track that calls for the
eradication of boundaries that
separate the human race: "This is
not a black and white world/ To be
alive/ I say the colors must swirl/
And I believe/ That maybe today/
We will all get to appreciate/ The
beauty of gray."
This is an example of Live's
apparent schizophrenia. They are
just as comfortable shouting and
banging out a fast-paced rock tune
as they are in their more relaxed,
politically inclined songs. Their
slower style is better, especially in
"Mirror Song," a mellow and
comforting track that seems to be a
more realistic answer to Micheal
Jackson's "Man in the Mirror." Lead
singer Edward Kowalczyk admits, "I
know that I should think about
giving/ And think about/ Helping
out/ And think about/ Think about
living/ But I can't seem to rescue
myself."
Unfortunately, not all of Live's
songs are blessed with the same
combination of expressive lyrics
and novel sound. "Waterboy" is
fast, furious, energetic
and has
no discernable meaning. "Tired of

Two

are

keyboarders utilize samples and
synthesizers and the drums are
electric.

They write in the sleeve notes to

interspersed by bizarre little
remix samples like "Making Up
Word Sounds" and "Smell It" which
flow into the songs and are equally
bizarre but extremely entertaining.

THE TEEN WONDERS: LIVE

"please pardon any 'annoying'
no sequencers or
human error
computers play any parts." When
the power cut out at an otherwise
phenomenal show at the Paradise
last Thursday, they jokingly commented "I knew these guys couldn't
play live." Yet, somehow they pull
it off. Their sound is full of electronic noise and guitar with strange
melodies
harmonious and
?

?

Standout tracks include the
jumpy "Rattlesnake" which features
acoustic guitar amidst mechanics,
and the eerily mesmerizing "The
Living Room." Lyrics are as esoteric
as the songs, in "A Court Jester
Named SA-SA": "When there's

babies that bleed signposts of
sorrow/and honor that's cheap for
the poison pretenders/and eyebuckled eels hiring snakes as their

?-

"Me" is annoying and

repetitive....kind of living up to its
title. Kowalczyk sounds more like
a wailing banshee than anything
else in this one.
As a whole, however, Mental
Jewelry is a pretty solid record.
The group members Kowalczyk,
Chad Taylor, Patrick Dalheimer and
Chad Gracey wrote all the songs
and the melodies are original for
the most part. It takes a few listens,
but this album grows on you until
you can't get certain songs out of
your mind. Perhaps Live should
decide once and for all what
category of music they want to
belong to and adjust their music
accordingly. Nah.
ClarissaCruz
?

***l/ 2 Think Tree/ LIKE THE

beats sounding heavily electronic

?

Marc Willwreth

1/2 Died Pretty/ DOUGHBOY
HOLLOW (Beggars Banquet/RCA)
Doughboy Hollow is the fourth
and, hopefully, the last album by
the the Australian quartet Died
Pretty. Having formed the band in
1983, Ron S. Peno and crew should
have reached songwriting maturity
some time ago. Unfortunately, this
has yet to happen for them, leaving
the band with no other alternative
than to try and avoid ruffling any
feathers.
Died Pretty is quite adept at
skirting any sort of confrontation.
Overall, the album is light, airy and
inoffensive, failing to solicit even
the slightest bit of interaction from
the listener. Music, when it's at its
best, should play on the emotions
and awaken the spirit, sending a
rush through the body, not leave
listeners feeling as if they're in a
sanitarium. This is not to say that
there are no outstanding moments
on Doughboy Hollow. Listeners are
often forced to stand and take
notice of the music.
"D.C." is the second song on the
album, but it is second to none in
its sheer laughableness. The cheesy
piano that introduces the song,
coupled with Peno's taxing vocals,
suggests a ripping rendition of "Roll
Out The Barrel," as performed by
Talk Talk. Violin and cello parts
pipe in towards the middle of the
song, but their appearance is brief
and lackluster. If the two instruments had been cut from the mix it
would not have been at any cost to
the song.
"The Love Song" is another
disappointment. The vocal parts on
this track are reminiscent of Warren
Zevon at his best, which is still
particularly bad. Again, a violin part
is added to the song to no avail.
The violin simply joins in with the
other instruments, proceeding at a
lazy, dreamy pace until the song
drops off into nothingness.
There is one shining moment for
the band, and that is the song "Stop
Myself." The song begins with a
catchy little guitar melody, which is
quickly joined by a heavy, driving
beat. Signalled by the drums, the
band launches into its most heartfelt
and energetic performance. For a
moment, the band is able to escape
its numerous shortcomings and
shine with pure pop brilliance. An
album cannot, however, be judged
on the merit of one song alone.
Despite the great ability of
producer Hugh Jones, Died Pretty is
unable to distinguish itself from
countless other pop bands on the
market today. They are one of
many bands that, however earnest
they may be, will remain on the
fringes, forever traversing chartered
ground. Producers can only tame a
sound, it is up to the individual
bands to create that sound. Sadly,
Died Pretty chooses to borrow
theirs. One is best advised to
remain ignorant of this album.
*

?

IDEA (Caroline)
The Boston music scene is chuck
full of exceptional bands. Started in
1987, Think Tree is no exception.
Often touted as Boston's thinking
man's industrial band, their music
manages to skirt all labels. Their
music is a combination of industrial,
rock and techno-pop, akin to They
Might Be Giants but with a more
epic sound. Quirky and frenzied

acoustic show at the Newbury
Comics in Harvard Square on Feb. 7

DIED PRETTY

wonderfully disjointed at the same
time.

Like the Idea is far from a
conventional record. Think Tree
takes you for a short trip out of the
ordinary
their music is both
absorbing and out there. Songs are
?

swordsman/and hero's that herald
through teeth of suspenders/I sing
of surrender."
Think Tree is on their own
plane, but one worth flying on. A
little hard to digest at first, but well
worth the bite. They play a free

?

Edward

F.

Higgins

CONTINUED ON PAGE 25
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WARHOL AT THE MFA
ANDY
AND
I WANT MY MTV
photomedesign
in
neglect of the
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 23
helped establish the basis for the
form MTV was to take. The segment
goes on to examine the development of artistic and trends covering
MTV's first decade. Experimental
film shows its influence in videos
such as "Shock the Monkey," by
Peter Gabriel in which Gabriel is
transformed into various shapes,
and "Acid, Bitter, and Sad," by This
Mortal Coil.
Videos that portray "anti" feelings
also helped shaped the trends on
MTV. The Replacements "Hold My
Life," talks of "holding my life until
I'm ready to use it." While New
Order's "The Perfect Kiss," is about
love gone wrong.
Perhaps the most interesting part
of the first installment is the segment on how MTV promotes itself,
and the public service announcements (PSA's) it produces. Of
course the rocket blasting off is the
most easily identifiable of MTV's
self-promotions, but everything
from claymation to complex
computer-generated graphics is
now used to let the viewer know
he is watching MTV. The PSA's that
MTV produces are generally light in
nature, but they force the viewer to
think about making a change. One
of the best had the announcer
saying, "Thousands of trees are
used each year in the production of
paper towels. What would the
world be without trees? USE A
RAG." This light-hearted yet effective form of education promotes
conservation in a way all viewers
can relate

to.

The second installment of Art of
Music Video: Ten Years

After

traces

the forms of political and social
commentary shown in videos on
MTV. Political issues such as the

homeless is shown
R.E.M.'s "Talk About the Passion,"
and the unnecessary massive
defense build-up in Megadeth's
"Peace Sells."
Rap has been one of the most
important developments on MTV
over the last four years. Rap videos
such as "Straight Outta Compton,"
by N.W.A., and "Night of the Living
Baseheads," by Public Enemy, offer
a gritty portrayal of living in a racist,

subversive world.
The next segment of installment
two is a satire of how women are
portrayed in some videos on MTV.
"The Power of Pussy," by
Bongwater has lead singer Ann
Magnuson rolling around like a sexstarved bimbo, clearly poking fun at
bands such as Warrant who treat
women merely as sexual playthings
in their videos.
There are three more installments in this series including: "20th
Century Musical Visions," "Notes
from the Underground," and "Artists
Advertisement Alternatives." If
you're looking to get away from the
usual Thursday night bar scene, or
even before you stand in line at
MA's or Sam's, these films are
highly entertaining and worth the
trip. Plus the admission fee also lets
you into the entire museum where
you can check out the Warhol
exhibit and other works of art. Not
a bad deal at all.
(Art of Music Video: Ten Years
After begins on Feb. 6 and contin-

ues for the next four Thursdays.
The Museum of Fine Arts is at the
Museum stop on the E line, or you
can take the D line to the Fenway
stop and it's then a scenic 10minute walk. For more information

call 267-9300)

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 23
our culture, things we hate, but
which are also powerful in their
impingement on us." Warhol
ignored art that required conventional discussion, instead he "invented" the perfect art for our

ANDY WARHOL: SELF-POTRAIT
society- paintings that looked like
and were made like products.

Perhaps Warhol's most famous
work is portrait variations of the
Campbell's soup can. Warhol's
portrayal of the soup can can be
seen as an taking something simple
and turning it into something
extraordinary and thought-provoking. Who would think to make a
print out of a simple soup can? He
did, and it works.
Warhol experimented with
various techniques for the making
of multiple images such as the soup
can. After using handmade stencils
and rubber stamps, he developed
his own identifiable style with the
photo silkscreen, a fabric stencil

whose

is created

chanically. With this technique,
Warhol was extremely efficient in
turning out his product.
Probably Warhol's most recognized portrait of a person is the
series o Marilyn Monroe. Warhol

again used silkscreening to produce
this work this time with a publicity
photo of Monroe. If you look at the
different portraits of Marilyn you'll
notice that they seemed blurred and
grainy. This was due to an accident
in the initial production of the
work. Warhol decided that the
"mistake" actually added to the
appeal of the portraits.
Even if you don't consider
Warhol a "true artist," this exhibit is

fascinating and thought-provoking.
It allows you to look into the mind
of one of the most eclectic and
interesting figures of the twentieth
century.

(Thanks to the Museum of Fine
Arts for their help with this article)

TRIES
TOO MUCH
WENDERS
time on the second half. A short
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 23
and mundane, but others strange
and haunting, revealing frightening
things about the dreamer.
Wim Wender's vision of the
future is not nearly as captivating as
in Ridley Scott's Bladerunner, but it
does seem stark and grim enough.
It is unfortunate that he did not take
this version of the film, scrap most
of the first half (the road portion),
and begin again, concentrating this
U2 SINGS THE TITLE TRACK FOR UNTIL THE END OF THE WORLD

WORTHY SOUNDTRACK TO 'END OF WORLD
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 24
Original Motion Picture
Soundtrack UNTIL THE END OF
THE WORLD (Warner Bros.)
Don't worry if you haven't seen
***

the film yet. This soundtrack to
Until the End of The World boasts
an impressive list of contributing
artists like U2, R.E.M., Neneh
Cherry, Lou Reed and Depeche
Mode to name a few. Although
there are no true instant winners
here (save U2's title track), Until the
End of the World is the type of
compilation that grows on you and
rewards after each patient listens.
Nods of approval are in order for
the now disbanded Talking Heads'
"Sax and Violins" and Elvis
Costello's reading of the Kinks'

"Days." Neneh Cherry (remember
her?) tosses some rhythm into the
mix with a funkified dub mix of
"Move with Me," while R.E.M.

continues to venture into new
ground as they drop their trademark
jangling guitars on the ballad
"Fretless," which is already getting
airplay on 'FNX. And while the
world waits with bitten nails for a
new Depeche Mode album {editor's
note: NOT.O, we're given "Death's

Door," another ballad that recalls
Violator's "The Sweetest Perfection."
Although not everything connects
on this soundtrack, Until the End of
the World is certainly a worthy
inclusion in your CD collection.
?

Richard Williams

film about an extremely intriguing,
provocative, and fully developed
subject is worlds better than a long
film with forty undeveloped ideas,
the best of which emerge towards
the end. Sadly, that is the situation
with Until the End of the World, a
good film that is worth seeing, but
one that should have been a great
film, and absolutely mandatory to
see.

A NIGHT OF ONE-ACTS IN GASSON
Death is a reality of society that
everyone wp be forced tb deal
with. Although the actual "act of
death" can, be sudden and painful,
it is the complex web of emotions
and feelings that traumatizes people
the most,
Two one-act plays to be presented this weekend describe the
issues and feelings that people must
face when dying. The first, Krapp's
Last Tape, by Samuel Beckett is a
meditation on man and his relationsship with his memory as death
approaches. This is a one-man play
starring Jeff Fuocillo, and directed
by Edward Nawatka.

The second play, The Man with
the Flower in His Mouth by Luigi
Pirandello* is a psychological drama
that deals with the negative assumptions that society makes about
dying. People automatically assume
certain things because that cannot
conceive of their own death. The
Man with the Flower in His Mouth,
is directed by Margaret Gould.

The Contemporary Theater of
Boston College presents this night
of one-act plays, on February 6, 7,
and 8 at 8:00 pm in Gasson 100.
Tickets axe available at the McElroy
Ticket Booth ahd at the door.

WZBC TOP TEN, PAGE 26
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TWO MEN'S ODYSSEY: THE MISSION TO FIND DAVE
The journey began as I awoke at
5:15 am Saturday morning. With a
substantial three hours of sleep in
me, I quietly made my way into the
shower so as not to awake my
roommates and any hung-over
tenants who made their way into
our apartment the night before.
After enjoying a hearty bowl of
Cheerios and sluggishly dressing
myself, I made my way out the
door, tickets in hand, and crawled
slowly to the T stopto wait for my
partner in crime, James Scamby.
Upon his arrival, we made our way
to Logan Airport to pick up our
rental car. This was too complicated
for such an early hour of the day.
When we finally sat in the car and
started the engine we truly realized
why we were going through so
much hell in one day. We were
doing it for Dave!
After being delayed because of a
wrong turn towards Cape Cod, we
finally arrived in New York. We
made our way to Fordham University, situated in beautiful downtown
Bronx (the place with the zoo and
many people who belong in it). We
parked the car for a minor twodollar fee and boarded the luxurious Metro North train, our magic
carpet ride to Grand Central Station.
Arriving at Grand Central, I
really had no idea what to expect. I
had been to the Big Apple before
but have never been to the historical station. Confusion! That sums it
up. People were scampering about
looking as paranoid as a dead head
on acid. At about 1:30 pm, we
made our way through the busy
streets towards Radio City Music
Hall. When we reached Fifth Street,
we saw a huge mass of people,
approximately one-half of a mile
long, seemingly waiting in line for
something. "It can't be, I thought.
It was. The line to get into the 4:00
show Was already tremendous. We
picked up our pace in order to get
to the end of the line as soon as
possible. We stood in line for more
than an hour with bitter-cold winds
slapping us in the face. We could
have thrown the towel in but we
didn't because we were there for
one reason
for DAVE!
The doors finally opened and the
line actually began to move.
Somehow we managed to get floor
"

seats

about 30 rows back. Just as in
your average concert, music was
playing and the audience was

a deafening roar from the audience.
A standing ovation followed and
lasted for about five minutes or so.

pumped. Paul Shaeffer and the
World's Most Dangerous Band
made their way onto the stage to
play a few songs to warm up the
already excited crowd. A capacity
crowd inside and a line for standby
tickets outside almost as long as the
ticket holders' line showed me just
how popular this man is. I never

Then he began his monologue by
first thanking the lovely audience
for helping to make the 10 years
possible. Next came the wacky
jokes and insults that Dave diehards
love him for. He took shots at Paul
Tsongas and of course the Kennedy
family by noticing that it has been
almost an entire month into the

THE GOD OF SARCASM: DAVID LETTERMAN
new year and not a single Kennedy
has been arrested yet. He then let
us know how much he was enjoying his new suit and introduced the

realized that so many people stayed
up until 1:30 am every night like I
did. The atmosphere was incredible. It was filled with anticipation,
joy, and lots of screaming. The
Rockettes of Radio City Music Hall
made their way onto the stage. The
crowd lost it. An eruption of
applause and screaming filled the
air. "We knew that this meant, we
were about to see what we came
for.
The band, along with its many
guests including The James Brown
Horns, Steve Vai, Chrissie Hynde of
the Pretenders, Doc Severenson,
began to play the theme song heard
every weeknight at 12:30 am by
loyal Letterman fans. The god of
sarcasm and crazy wit made his
way onto the stage accompanied by

CONGRATULATIONS TO MY
SISTER ERIKA FOR BEING
ACCEPTED INTO LUTHER!!

I

CONGRATS AND GOOD
LUCK SIS!
REVIEW MEETING
TUESDAY AT 5 IN THE NEST
FREE CD'S FOR THE FIRST 1000
WRITERS THROUGH THE GATE

first segments of clips from the last
10 years. Upon returning to the
stage, he went into the 10th Anniversary Top 10 list. The topic was,
"top 10 reasons why the show is
still on the air." I won't reveal the
entire list because that would be
cruel. But, I can tell you that the
number one reason was: "Your
pledge dollars at work."
The next set of clips included
classic scenes with Eddie Murphy,
Steve Martin, Michael Jordan and
countless others including those
memorable spit takes with greats
such as Phil Donahue.
Dave's first guest was Bill
'\u25a0"
\u25a0.".
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For The Heights
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Murray. The crater-faced comical
genius was Dave's first guest on his
initial show 10 years ago. Bill may
be a superstar but he was just like
all of us when he explained why he
was there. "I love this rhan," he
said. So did everyone else in the

audience.
Stupid pet tricks followed with
live appearances of the Boston
Terrier who hated vacuum cleaners
and Michael Recco's German
Shepherd that drank milk out of his
mouth. The audience was then
treated to clips of Dave's zaniest
stunts such as the Alka-Seltzer suit
he wore into a tank of water and
who can forget that velcro body suit
he wore as he leaped and stuck
onto a wall in the studio remaining
suspended for the demented
audience's delight.
Musical Highlights followed with
clips from R.E.M, Elvis Costello, Eric
Clapton, Stevie Ray Vaugn, Van
Halen and many more. And how
could I forget the rather "incoherent" live performance by the
legendary Bob Dylan. Although I
could not understand him, it was
interesting.
The unbelievable evening of a
lifetime came to a wild end when a
herd of sheep out in the lobby was
led to a cab outside by a group of
sheep dogs. It was a riot. The band
played the theme once more
accompanied by perhaps the
funniest clip of the evening, Dave
and Paul's figure skating expo. The
crowd did not want to leave. Just as
people finally began to trickle out,
Dave unexpectedly made his way
back on stage. He once again
thanked the audience for their
loyalty and support and left the
stage to screams of "I love you
Dave," and "You're the greatest
Dave-O."
Our journey had ended. A 19hour cycle was complete. It was a
night both James and I will never
forget. I saw the man I admire
almost more- than anyone in the
world. You had to be there to
experience the feeling. Although
you may enjoy the show Thursday
night, you've missed so much that
went on behind the scenes that
only the lucky ticket holders could
have experienced. I'd share those
experiences but I wouldn't want to
taint them, and they would most
likely be edited. It was indeed a
night to remember.
\u25a0;\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0?\u25a0\u25a0'> ~°?.^ V \u25a0\u25a0.'
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WZBCTOPTEN
1. Bongwater THE 810 SELL-OUT
2. Lowlife SAN ANTORIUM
3. African Head Charge LWE-PRIDE &JOY
4. Curve CHERRY (EP)
5. The Ex Tom Cora SCRABBLING AT
THE LOCK
6. Daniel Johnston ARTISTIC VICE
7. Uncle Tupelo STILL FEEL GONE
8. For Against 7"
9. My Bloody Valentine LOVELESS
10. Lida Husik BOZO
+
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$500-$ 1000 weekly stuffing envelopes. For Details: Rush $1.00
with SASE to: OIH Group, Inc.
1019 Lk. Sherwood Orlando FL

3?fl1fl

$40,000/yr!!! Read books and
TV scripts. Fill out simple "like/
don't like" form. EASY!! Fun, relaxing at home, beach, vacations.
Guaranteed paycheck. FREE 24
hour recording. 801-379-2925.
Copyright #M All KFB.
Alaska Summer Employment
Fisheries. Earn $5,000+/ month.
Free transportation! Room and
Board. Over 8,000 openings. No
experience necessary. Male or
Female. For employment program call Student Employment
Services at 1-206-545-4155 ext
?

497-1515.

SPRING BREAK '92, earn free trips

and cash!!

Campus reps wanted to promote
the #1 spring break destination,
Daytona Beach. Best organized,
best price on campus. Call 1-

m

Fast Fundraising Program- FraWork Study Jobs! At Harvard
ternities, sororities, studentclubs. Medical School. Research Techs
Earn up to $1000 in one week. needed. 16+hours per week. No
experience necessary. For more
Plus receive a $ 1000 bonus yourself. And a FREE WATCH just for info, call Allan ar 732-5500, ext.
calling 1-800-932-0528 Ext. 65.
1148.
Summer Internships. Average Apartment rental agents wantedearnings $4,000.00,. University Busy Brookline office seeds motiDirectories, the nation's largest vated salespeople. Flexible hours.
publisher of campus telephone Must have Massachusettes Real
Estate license and car. Call 734directories, hires over 250 college students for their summer 3300. Apartments Galore
sales program. Top earnings Assemblers: Excellent income,
easy work assembling products at
$5000.00-$8,000.00. Gain valuable experience in advertising, home. 7-day, 24-hr, service. Info
sales and public relations selling at 504-646-1700. Pept. P6579.
yellow page advertising for your Macintosh Specialists Wanted!
campus telephone directory. Need a part time job? We need a
Positions also available in other Macintosh specialist for customer
university markets. Expensepaid support, Mac repairs and general
training program in Chapel Hill, office work. Call Desktop PerforN.C. Looking for enthusiastic, mance at 617-247-2470 and ask
goal-oriented students for chal- for Lynne.

Great Stuff Atrium Mall. Wait
staff-counter help needed. Must
be able to work some weekday
-

lunches. Call

at 969-1495.

Mother's Helper wanted midJune to September, for help with
three young children in Nahant
(near Marblehead and 25 minutes from Boston) Private living
quarters and bath in ocean front
home. Room and board plus
$125 a week. Call 581-3859.
Free Room and Board in exchange for 15-20 hours of

childcare

or

tiable. Availableforsummerand/

or fall '92. Call 527-1983.

Childcare needed for 5 year old
and 8 year old after school. Call
Judy in the evenings. Phone 9698023.

Need extra income quick and
easy? Great part-time opportunity. Sellfellow students the score
card. They'll thank you for it. Call

household chores.

Homes convenient to BC. Call
now for September placement;
Summer placement also available. 277-6420.
Mother's Helper wanted Monday through Thursday PM. Must
be organized, patient, caring and
have car. Two boys (10 and 14)
and housekeeping responsibili-

Springbreak Sailing Bahamas. 48
ft. luxury yacht. Groups of 6.
Seven days barefoot sailing the
Bahamas. All inclusive with cabin
and meals. $448 Each. Call any-

time 1-800-999-7245 (SAIL)
Don't Be Left Out! Limited space

availabletoJamaica,Cancunand

\u25a0 IGNATIAN
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RETREAT

ties. 244-2872.

Live in private home with fun,
caring family in exchange for

childcare/mother's helper. Own

I

room-bath. Walkingdistanceto
both campuses. Details nego-

;

?BIGDISCOUNT
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H
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'CARS
STUDENT
RENTALS

j

|

lenging, well-payingsummerjob.
Internships may be available. Interviews on campus Thursday,
February 13th. Sign up at the
Carney Building #30.
Cognitive study. At Massachusetts General Hospital volunteers,
18-30 years old and high scholl
graduates, are needed to participate ina study of physiological
and psychological responses to
different kinds of cognitive situations. Time required is 90 minutes and study involves no risk.
Stipend. Call Virginia Tay, (617)

Need extraincome fori 992? Earn

a time to reflect
on your life
and your faith

Fri, FEB 28
Sun, MAR i
-

SIGN UP IN CHAPLAINCY OFFICE

<8>

(McElroy2ls)

X

THURSDAY

TEXTBOOK TASTE
Make the creamy delicious taste of Columbo
Frozen Yogurt part of your curriculum.
Exchange your coupon below for a
FREE cup of frozen yogurt and enter
drawing to win $350.00
jz vworth of free text books.

«*\\
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Available at the

ill^
'fßM*** T
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'X
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(McElroy Commons) and

w//

at

Stuart Hall

GET A FREE CUP OF FROZEN YOGURT
AND ENTER A DRAWING FOR FREE TEXTBOOKS
(value not to exceed $350.00 at BC Bookstore)

p!;
41

m.

??

i

-

Cafe

fyr*

Redeemable only at the Cafe (McElroy Commons) and at Stuart Hall
Limit one yogurt per coupon
|* Coupon dates: February 3 February 14, 1992
*

-

'Telephone:

II
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Florida for Spring Break. Call

for lack.

558-9230

weekends. $99.00 per person
inc. meals. Price includes:
Roundtrip Trans, via Temperature Control Luxury Motor
Coach, 2 nights deluxe hotel
accom. at The Comfort Inn
Suites in the heart of
downtown(absolutely the best
located hotel in Montreal), 2
complimentary dinners at world
famous Peel Pub. Includes all
tax. Campus departure avlbl.
Special Bonus- Make reservations by February 15-your room
will be upgraded to a suite and
breakfast is on us! Call Reliable
Tours. Rt. 1 Lynnfield. 5989930. 592-0640. Price does
not include $5 security deposit.
Departs every weekend.
Spring Break '92 with College
Tours Cancun $459 with Air,
hotel, parties and nightly entertainment. Information and reservations call: Louie 1 -800-395-

Pasquale at 558-9317 or Lexy at

Study Abroad in Australia. Information on semester, year, gradu-

summer and internship programs in Perth, Townswille,
Sydney, and Melbourne. Programs
start at $3520. Call 1-800-878ate,

1626

You've only got one week to live!
Do Spring Break in Jamaica, Bahamas, Cancun, Margarita from
$369!! Hotel, Air, Transfers, Parties! Call Sun Splash Tours 1 -800426-7710.
HeatWave Vacations Spring Break
1992 The Best Rates Guaranteed
to Beat the Competition by at least
$50!! Cancun Jamaica Bahamas
For more information, call 800395-WAVE.
Earn free air travel for spring break
or this summer. By purchasing
discount tapes and CD's you earn
points for free air travel, lodging,

Montreal Spring Super Saver

-
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BUD KEGS

$49.99

UN OAT
oALL!

$44.99 Pick-up

We also feature

Milwaukee's

kitchen, 2 baths, hardwood floors,
tative
fireplace,
yard, pkg, laundry, loft
Spring Break-Call now for $50
skylight,
extremely sunny and
with
price
savings. Best
for Cancun
$3400
sinful!
htd.
7
destinations,
nights
and other
Ave., ultra
Six
BedOn
Comm.
charges.
days,
no hidden
and 8
in
gourhouse,
modern
apartment
savings.
Bob
Call now for $50
Eagen Heatwave Vacations. 232-

Great Apartments, Great Condos, Great Houses, Great Places!!
SevenBed- beautifully maintained
Victorian house, two baths, three
fireplaces, hardwood floors,
modern e-i-k with dishwasher,
disposal, sun porch, laundry,
storage, pkg, etc.. on shuttle &T,
excellent tenants only $3850 htd.
Six Bed- Wonderful townhouse
on quiet street, three floors, three
baths, fun contemporary living,
yard, pkg, laundry, beautiful
kitchen, fireplace, good tenants
only $3650 htd.
Six Bed- Fabulous Swiss-chalet

met kitchen, laundry, tons of space,
pkg avail $375+ per person.
Five Bed- Off Sutherland Rd, great

townhouse, excellent condition,
modern k& b, $2000.
Four Bed- WalktoßC. Greatstreet,
beautiful floors, LR, DR, modern
kitchen, laundry, pkg $2280 htd.
Four Bed- Off 1700 block Comm.
Ave., all newly renovated floor
thru in house, new kitchen & bath,
very sunny, fireplace, yard, pkg,

laundry $2250 htd.
Four Bed- What a steal! Funkyhuge
apartment, (ground level) 2 baths,
modern kitchen, storage, large,
large, large $1500 htd.
Three Bed- Contemporary condo,
modern kitchen & bath, washer/

Please check the lists in Lyons Foyer
for your name as it will appear in
both the commencement program
and on your diploma.

Delivered

$40.99
Delivered

Other Keg Brands Available as well
We are a full service supplier

walk to school.
Call now for 9/1/92 listings.
We have over 300 listings for
BC students. We're located 2
blocks west of the BC main
gates, corner of Manet Rd &
Comm. Ave. @ 242 Comm.

Ave., Chestnut Hill. We have
the largest staff of BC brokers
anywhere! So call today to
make an appointment. GREAT
PLACES REALTY 964-8900.
NO FEE!! Available September
1- Large 2nd floor 3 bedroom
in Claridge House; includes
parking and storage; dishwasher & disposal; laundry in

building; $1900/month. Call
owner 661-8722 (days), 527-

3537

nights.

Chestnut Hill- Beautiful houses

for rent, available June 1 and
September 1, 1992, five minute
walk to Boston College campus on Algonquin Road, Crosby
Road and Gate House Road,
three to eight bedrooms, dining room, living room, kitchen,
baths, parking, yard and plenty
ofspaceforthreeto nine people,
$300-$4OO a month per person
Cheap! Cheap! Cheap! Contact Shirley® 731-5364.

See $100 coupon in Source.
$500 and up. Parking avail-

Lyons 112 immediately.

for all your party needs!

dryer in unit. Pkg, spacious,
on shuttle $1550 htd.
Two Bed- Many 2 beds near BC
$850-$ 1350 in elevator bldgs,
mostly professional residents,

June 1 And September 1
Rentalson T, shuttle bus, 5 min.
walk to BC. All BC students.
1,2, and 3 bedroom apartments.

Please review your name carefully
since this is the way that it will be
listed. If there is any error or if your
name does not appear on the list,
please contact your recorder in

$35.99 Pick-up

Best

style duplex in ultra modern Colonial house, brand new designer

ATTENTION MEMBERS OF
THE CLASS OF 1992

.

.
.........

4896. Interested in traveling free?
Become a college tours represen-

THE HEIGHTS

able, laundry facilities, cable
ready building. No fee. Call

owner 593-4597 or 254-0187.

September apartments! For the
largest selection, from studios
to 10+ bedrooms, call All Bright
R.E. at 783-9151. 1247 Commonwealth Ave. Never more
than 1/2 fee!
No fee! Condos for rent! 2 BR,
good for 4, new kitchen, great
location, 2003 Comm $1095.

We Deliver!
1024 Beacon Street, Brookline
10 minutes from campus
277-7020

RICHARD GERE KIM RASINGER
A psychiatrist and two beautiful sisters

Kinko s...now
open 24 hours!
f

For most of us, there just aren't
enough hours in a 9 to 5 day. We
know that there are times when
you'll find yourself working around
the clock to get an important project
completed on time. And that's why
we're now open 24 hours a day... every
day. So no matter when you need a
helping hand and a friendly face,
you'llfind them at Kinko's.
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Open 24 hours

kinkcrs

the copy center

Jam" IRk
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2201 Commonwealth Ave.
(Across from Boston College)
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And before It was over...
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Huge 2 BR, new kitchen, on
shuttle, newfloorsand paint, only
$975. 4 BR, all new alarm, good
for 5-8, parking, 1657 Comm,
$350 per person. Call Ziggy at
783-9151 or 734-31 76.

3 BR single house on BC shuttle.
W/D, mod K and B, 2 car parking, basemt, yd, excellent cond.
9/1 or 6/1. $1325; 4 to 5 BR on
BC shuttle nr Comm Ave. 2 wkg
fireplaces, 2 bathrooms, 3 pkg
spaces, yd, w/d, built in bar, good
cond, $1850/5, $1700/4, Call
Pamela at 965-5409.
Brighton- Renting now and Sept
Ist, New 2,3,4,5 bedroom con-

dos with

2

29
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baths featuring de-

signer style eat in kitchens, walk

CLASSIFIEDS

in closets, sanded floors, huge
beds can double up, laundry
and parking, $895 and up.
Owner-no fee 718-0109.
HEY BC!!!
You've seen the
rest...now see the best!
2 Bed, good for 4 people, steps to
-

-

BC, $1100.
Luxury 2 and 3 Beds on shuttle w/
skylights, Jacuzzi, alarm, $13001700.
4 Bed ultramod in house with
gourmet kitchen, hdwd floors
$2000.
Sunny 4 bed with 2 baths in
Brookline, step to Clev Circle
$1900.\
The best house 5 mintues to campus w/ huge living room, gour-

\u25a0 3v-'

met kitchen, 4 large beds, 2.5

baths, and garage, $2600.

Call us for these and other great
deals: Classic Realty, Brookline,
?37.3nm

Extra special opportunity: seeking females 2nd, 3rd and 4th
roommates for Sept. 92. 5 minute
walk from BC, $300 per month in
double bedroom. 2nd floor, first
rate, upscale condo apartment. 2
large bedrooms, modern eat in
kitchen, large living room and
clean bathroom. Resident parking stickers available. Call
Christip(Snnh) at 558-8974

Cheap, FBI/U.S. Seized? 89
Mercedes?s2oo, 86 VW?sso,

'\u25a0"
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87 Mercedes?s 100, 65 Mustang?$50. Choose from thousands starting at $25. FREE 24

R. 8.Sorry

hour recording reveals details.
801-379-2929. Copyright

#MAIIKIC.
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For Sale- Size 9.5 nordica ski
boots. Brand new. $75. Call Joe

about this
weekend!

at 286-2922.

Vuarnet Sunglasses- Mint condition!! Bought for $100 now
sellingfor justs4s. Call Sandy at
558-9682 and ask for Sandv.
LOST: gold chain link Seiko
watch with black face. Lost on
1/13. Sentimental value. Reward. Call 558-5959.
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JustBeen Cleared

Ear Take Off
You can

get a lot

more out of life when
vou set your sights a little
higher, which

Depending on where you fly, each
the Card will say a lot about you. For one
year
thing
school
travel certifiit says you have a handle on what you
cate is good for
spend,
so you don'thave to carry over a balMMEBMHMMi
?
ls what applying
or $189. roundance. It also says you're smart enough not to
m vr%
for the American Express*
trip?and each summer travel
pay interest charges that can really add up.
Card is all about. When you get the
certificate is good for $149 or
So take a few minutes
Airfare examples
Card, it's easier to do the things you want
$199 roundtrip.
now to call (have
to do. And with the student savings that
your bank addtess
Savings that upgrade
come along With it, you can do even mote.
and account number
yOUr lifestyle.
and apply
ready),
$.»
Fly roundtrip on Continental
?>«
«
o.i.«
J
o
As a student Cardmember you
San Francisco-Denver
$129
tor the American
for less
L
I
ior
less than
man q>iuu eacn wav
way.
get more than great travel sav'
' pXpr S pi
Student Cardmembers receive four travel ings. You also save money on everything
uv the r>
fl:
"*"""§
you, not
Cardf offers
With all that
j.
i
rArhfi
c
i lcertificates. 1 hey can be used to fly anyfrom
clothing
to long distance phone calls.
U,ic+U*Urr>w
rL»
*?
Sky
eVen the
1S the
where Continental Airlines flies in the
'
All for a $55 annual fee.
contiguous
United
THE CARD.
States. Two for the
48
Obviously, savings like these say a lot
school year, and two for the summer*
about the value of the Card. And having
THE AMERICAN EXPRESS* CARD.
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Get going, call 1-80O967AMEX.
©
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UGBC Communicator UGBC Communicator
Your Key
.................................................^
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Come See BC's Best

\u25a0

i
i

STAND UP COMEDIANS

\

The Beanpot Laugh-In

i

\u25a0

at Nick's Comedy Stop

S

\u25a0
i

j
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\u25a0
*

|

February 5, 1992
7:30 pm
|

Only $3 to get this year's best
laughs!!!

j

\u25a0

Tickets on sale at McElroy Ticket Booth
Bus will depart from St. Ignatius at 6:30 pm and
return on the whole bus route after the show.

\u25a0

\

IV................................................y\u25a0
POSITION OPENINGS
UGBC Department of
COMMUNICATIONS

Director of Publicity
and
Director of Promotion
Anyone interested
please pick up and
submit an application
in McElroy 120
by Tues., Feb. 4.
Any questions call the
UGBC office (5524650) or Steve Piluso
(731-5459).

MEET THE
PREZ
is now coming
to a dorm near you!!!
UGBC

will be coming

to residence halls on
College Road this week
to discuss legal assistance for off-campus
housing and upcoming
events and concerts
Dates will be posted in
your dorms.
.

THE HEIGHTS
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COME CELEBRATE

1

CHINESE
NEW YEAR!!!
ALL ARE INVITED TO ENJOY A
TRADITIONAL 10 COURSE
CHINESE BANQUET
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 8
GOLDEN PALACE RESTAURANT
7:00 9:00 PM
$16 per person
-

I

TICKETS ON SALE IN McELROY 111, MWF 12-3
FOR INFORMATION CALL MEI 558-9398

J
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EAGLE'S EYE

Monday

3

11:00 am-12:30 pm
Support Group Meetings for
Adults from Troubled
Families. St. Joseph's Chapel,
Gonzaga Basement, Upper
Campus. Support groups meet
weekly to provide information,
support, camaraderie and
communication in a safe
environment for people to
address life issues resulting
from growing up in a troubled
family (e.g., alcoholic families,
families of divorce). Contact
Judy McGuire Robinson,
Assistant Dean for Alcohol and
Drug Education, O'Connell
House 109, 552-8639 or Mer
Zovko, Assistant Dean for
Student Development, McElroy
141.552-3480.
12:00 pm
Boston College Meetings of
Alcoholics Anonymous.
Trustees Board Room (Room
237), McElroy Commons. Held
weekly. Men and women of AA
share their experiences,
strengths and hope in order to
help themselves solve their
common problems with
alcoholism. The only requirement for membership is a desire
to stop drinking. Call Judy
Robinson. Assistant Dean for
Drug and Alcohol Education,
552-8639.
3:30 pm
Hellenic Society Meeting.
Carney 306. All are invited to
attend tonight's meeting to
gather details about Greek
Taverna night at Schooners on
Friday, Feb. 7. Greek food and
dancing will highlight the
evening. Call Tina 558-9003.
4:00 pm
Meditation Group. Basement
of Roberts House (Red Brick
House on Corner, opposite
McGuinn). This group meets
every week for silent meditation
in the Eastern tradition. All are
welcome. Sponsored by the
Theology Dept. and Chaplaincy. Call Eleanor MacLellan
552-3475.
7:00 pm
Amnesty International.
O'Neill 257. General meeting.
New members always welcome! Call Mark Rasmussen
558-5849 or Kristi Hall 5589242.
7:00 pm
Women's Club Field Hockey.
Gasson 305. General Meeting.
Call Gayle Phadungchai 5588555.
7:00-8:00 pm
Coherent Lives: Integrating
Faith and Work in Adulthood. St. Mary's Hall Chapel.
A series of lectures and
conversations exploring the
meaning of work in our lives
with John J. Neuhauser, Dean
of B.C. Carroll School of
Management. Free. Sponsored
by Chaplaincy, Alumni
Association, Jesuit Community,
CSOM and A&S. Call Kerry
Maloney 552-3475.

Tuesday
10:30 am- 1:30 pm
Blood Drive Sign-ups.
McElroy Lobby. Opportunity to
sign-up and give blood.
Sponsored by the Mendel Club.
Call Lisa Barrets 558-8998 or
Michele Howard 254-7652.
12:00 pm
Brown Bag Lunch: Adult
Children of Alcoholics.
Women's Resource Center,
McElroy 213. An informal
lecture and discussion with

Professor Donnah Canavan. Bring
a lunch and join us for a discussion of the problems and experiences of those who have grown up
with alcoholic parents. Sponsored
by Women's Resource Center.
Call Kim Ciampa 552-3489.
2:30 3:00 pm
The American Junior Year at
Heidelberg, Germany. O'Neill
254. Dr. Brian Tracy, Resident
Director to discuss the program.
Sponsored by the Foreign Study
Office. Call Peggy Ramirez 5523830.
4:30 6:30 pm
Blood Drive Sign-ups. McElroy
Lobby. See Tuesday, 10:30 am
listing.
4:30 6:30 pm
Intermediate Ballet. Bonn Studio
Theater. A free ballet class open to
anyone with basic skills in ballet.
Taught by Margot Parsons. Held
weekly. Sponsored by Robsham
Theater Arts Center. Call Bunny
Doyle 552-4609.
5:00 pm
Boston College Meetings of
Alcoholics Anonymous. Carney
003. See Monday, 12:00 pm
listing. Held weekly.
6:00 pm
Circle K International Meeting.
Campion 303. Come find out more
about service in the AllstonBrighton-Newton Community.
This week: tutoring in a high
school and a Valentine's Party at
Franciscan's Children's Hospital
will be discussed. Call Christopher
Kubala 558-8805 or Katy
Schraven 558-781 I.
6:30 pm
Society for Cancer Research.
Higgins 265. General meeting to
organize semester events. New
members welcome. Call Anne
Marie Valente 558-9212.
7:00 8:30 pm
Topical Bible Study. Edmonds
523. A weekly topical Bible study.
If you know nothing or everything
come for a discussion of scripture.
Sponsored by Intervarsity
Christian Fellowship. Call Glen
254-8746 or Mike 782-0495.
7:00 9:00 pm
Chess Club. Gasson 209. Open to
any student, even if you don't
know how to play chess. Meets
weekly. Call Steve 969-0332.
9:30 pm
The Lemon-aid Stand.
O'Connell House. Food, fellowship, and fun. First weekly
meeting! Guaranteed to brighten
your day. Meets weekly. Call Jen
558-9138.
10:00 pm
Mass with the Jesuit Community. Barat House. Call Frank
Clooney, SJ 552-8228.
-

-

-

-

-

Wednesday
11:00 am- 1:00 pm
Blood Drive Sign-ups. McElroy
Lobby. See Tuesday, 10:30 am
listing.
11:00 am 3:00 pm
Women's Resource Center
Open House. McElroy 213.
Come see our newly catalogued
1,200 volume library, updated
referral index, directories for
women's studies, health,
scholarships, services, new
magazine and newsletter subscriptions, subject file of information
on various women's issues and
more! Refreshments served.
12:00- 1:30 pm
Jazz Class. Bonn Studio Theater.
Free classes for intermediate level,
using modern and jazz techniques
and contemporary dance expression. Taught by Jamie Huggins.
Sponsored by Robsham Theater
Arts Center. Call Bunny Doyle
552-4609.
3:00 4:00 pm
-

-

"Latina Women Support Group."
McGuinn sth Floor Lounge. All
undergraduate women invited. Bring
a friend. Make friends and share your
experienceswith us. Sponsored by
AHANA Student Programs. Call
Regina Jean-Van Hell 552-3358.
4:15 pm
Music at Tea-Time. Gasson 100.
Faculty recital: Mary Jo White, flute,
with Denette Whitter, piano. Music of
Schubert and Copland. Tea and
cookies served before the concert.
Call Professor Anne Dhu Shapiro
552-4843.
4:30 6:30 pm
Blood Drive Sign-ups. McElroy
Lobby. See Tuesday, 10:30 am
listing.
4:30 7:00 pm
Soup Kitchen. Meet at St. Ignatius.
Meets weekly. All are welcome.
Come help out at the Brighton
Congregational Church's Soup
Kitchen. Sponsored by Circle.K
International. Call Christopher
Kubala 558-8805.
5:00 pm
Boston College Meetings of
Alcoholics Anonymous. Gasson 215.
See Monday, 12:00 pm listing. Held
weekly.
5:00 7:00 pm
Intercultural Cafe. McElroy Third
Floor Cafe. The Cafe offers appetizers, desserts, and international coffees
a la carte, payable by the meal plan or
cash. Music and displays are
provided by Boston College's
Intercultural Clubs. This week
features Club Espanol. Call The
Intercultural Office 552-8005.
5:30 pm
Reflections on the Gulf War:
Unjust and Just Wars. Chemistry
127. Lecture by Howard Zinn,
Harvard historian. Discussion to
follow. Sponsored by Coalition for
Peace. Call Eleanor MacLellan 5523475.
5:30 pm
Women's Basketball vs St. John's.
Conte Forum. Call Athletics 5523004.
6:00 8:00 pm
Leadership Reception. Voute 3rd
Floor Lounge. Representatives from
various leadershipprograms will be
present to provide information to
students about the various leadership
opportunities on campus. Sponsored
by ODSD. Call Paul Chebator or Ann
Fralick 552-3470.
7:00 pm
Men's Basketball vs St. John's.
Conte Forum. Game to be broadcast
on ESPN. Call Athletics 552-3004.
7:00 8:30 pm
Support Group Meetings for
Adults from Troubled Families.
Barat House Basement. Meets
weekly. See Monday 11:00 am
listing.
7:30 pm
Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual
Community at B.C. Meeting. Hovey
House. Informal support and
friendship. Meets weekly. All are
welcome. This week is a faculty-staff
meeting. For further information
contact the LGBC answering
machine 552-2979.
8:00 pm
Presidential Debate. McGuinn 121.
Come see the candidates for UGBC
President discuss issues affecting all
students. Sponsored by UGBC
Election Committee. Call Lena Reed
630-9466.
9:30 pm
Mass with the Jesuit Community.
Manresa House, 188 Beacon Street
(across from the football stadium.)
Held weekly. Call Ed, Kevin, Richie
or Ted 739-0224.
-

-

-

-

-

-

Thursday
12:00- 1:30 pm
Elementary Ballet Class. Bonn
Studio Theater. Weekly classes open
to all students, faculty and staff with

basic ballet training who desire
to develop their barre and centre
work. Taught by Margot
Parsons. Free. Sponsored by
Robsham Theater Arts Center.
Call Bunny Doyle 552-4609.
5:00 6:30 pm
Jazz Class. Bonn Studio
Theater. A weekly, free
opportunity to have fun, express
yourself and get a terrific
workout in the process. Taught
by Janet Hardman. Sponsored by
Robsham Theater Arts Center.
Call Bunny Doyle 552-4609.
5:30 pm
German Table and Club
Meeting. Eagle's Nest. Discuss
current and future club events!
Fun and exciting games! Meet
new people! New members are
always welcome! Meets weekly.
Call Donna 237-0911 or Chris
782-2669.
5:30 7:00 pm
Murray House Spaghetti
Dinner. Murray House.
Celebrate Mama Murray's return
with all you can eat pasta, bread,
salad, soda and dessert. All for
just $2! Call Julie 552-8460.
7:00 pm
Inter Varsity Christian
Fellowship Meeting. St.
Joseph's Chapel. Everyone is
welcome to come worship and
learn more about the living God.
Meets every week. Call Chris
558-8692 or Glen 254-8746.
7:00 pm
Women's Hockey vs Northeastern. Conte Forum. Call
Athletics 552-3004.
8:00 pm
Thursday Night at the Cafe.
McElroy Third Floor Cafe.
Every Thursday, in McElroy
Sweets & Treats Cafe come and
be entertained by great student
talent in a relaxed atmosphere!
This week is Under One SkyAmer Saab. Sponsored by
SPAC. Call Pokey Chatham or
Lou Kodumal 552-4822.
8:00 pm
Contemporary Theater Night
of One Acts. Gasson 100. The
Man with the Flower in His
Mouth by Pirandello, Krapp's
Last Tape by Beckett, with
musical intermission. $5
admission. Call Maggie Gould
558-5801.
-

-

Friday

11:30 am
Boston College Meetings of
Alcoholics Anonymous. Gasson
215. See Monday, 12:00 pm
listing. Held weekly.
12:00-1:30 pm
Jazz Class. Bonn Studio
Theater. A weekly class for
beginning and intermediate
levels using modern and jazz
techniques and contemporary
dance expression. Free. Taught
by Pierre Barreau. Sponsored by
Robsham Theater Arts Center.
Call Bunny Doyle 552-4609.
12:30 2:00 pm
Lecture: Government
Regulation of the Unethical
Practices of Financial Planners. St. Mary's 104. John A.
Gray, Loyola College, Baltimore, MD/Dept. of Management
of Law will give a preliminary
report on his research. Brown
bag lunch; beverages and
cookies provided. Sponsored by
the Jesuit Institute. Call Susan
Rotondi 552-8290 or 552-8108.
3:00 4:00 pm
Holy Hour Devotion. Cushing
Chapel in Cushing 321. An hour
of traditionalCatholic prayer
including Exposition and
Benediction of the Holy
Eucharist. Held weekly.
Sponsored by St. Thomas More

THE HEIGHTS

Society. Call Bill Olevitz 268-0168.
3:00 5:00 pm
Employment Workshop for
International Students. Higgins
307. Come learn about the new
immigrationregulations for
international students who want to
work in the U.S. Adam Green,
Immigration Attorney will speak.
Sponsored by Intercultural Office.
Call Adrienne Nussbaum 552-8005.
4:30 pm
Franciscan's Children's Hospital:
Valentine's Party. Franciscan's
Children's Hospital. Come bring a
little happiness into the lives of
recovering kids. Sponsored by
Circle K International. For more
information call Christopher Kubala
558-8805 or Katy Schraven 5587811.
6:30 pm
Boston College Meetings of
Alcoholics Anonymous Beginner's
Meeting. St. Ignatius Church. See
Monday, 12:00 pm listing. Held
-

weekly.

7:30 pm
Boston College Meetings of
Alcoholics Anonymous Open
Meeting. St. Ignatius Church. See
Monday, 12:00 pm listing. Held
weekly.
7:30 pm
Movie: The Doors. McGuinn
Auditorium. Directed by Oliver
Stone, this hit movie documents the
excesses and successes of Jim
Morrison (Val Kilmer) and the
Doors in a powerful musical
experience. Free with B.C. I.D.
Sponsored by the Film Board. Call

552-3593.
8:00 pm
Contemporary Theater Night of
One Acts. See Thursday 8:00 pm
listing.
10:00 pm
Movie: The Doors. McGuinn
Auditorium. See Friday, 7:30 pm
listing.

Saturday
7:30 pm
Movie: The Doors. McGuinn
Auditorium. See Friday, 7:30 pm
listing.
8:00 pm
Contemporary Theater Night of
One Acts. See Thursday 8:00 pm
listing.
8:00 pm
SOE Interclass Skits. Robsham
Theater. Original comedy skits
featuring SOE students and faculty.
All students are welcome. $2
admission at the door. Call Erin
O'Brien 739-7309 or Robyn
Haughney 969-6346.
8:00 pm
Men's Basketball vs Pittsburgh.
Conte Forum. Call Athletics 5523005.
10:00 pm
Movie: The Doors. McGuinn
Auditorium. See Friday, 7:30 pm
listing.

Sunday

-

4:00 pm
Women's Hockey vs Colby. Conte
Forum. Call Athletics 552-3004.
7:00 pm
Movie: The Doors. Barry Pavilion,
Newton Campus. See Friday, 7:30
pm listing.

MC ELROY TICKET
BOOTH HOURS ARE:
11-4M-TH,AND 12-4F.

-

Always on Sale:
Loews & General
Cinema Discount Movie
Passes $4.00

